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Onset detection in polyphonic music 

Abstract 

In music analysis, the beginning of events in a music signal (i.e. sound onset detection) 

is important for such tasks as sound segmentation, beat recognition and automatic music 

transcription. The aim of the present work was to make an algorithm for sound onset 

detection with better performance than other state-of-the-art1 algorithms. Necessary 

theoretical background for spectral analysis on a sound signal is given with special focus 

on the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and the effects of applying a window to a 

signal. Previous works based on different approaches to sound onset detection were 

studied, and a possible improvement was observed for one such approach - namely the 

one developed by Bello, Duxbury, Davies, & Sandler (2004). The algorithm uses an 

STFT approach, analyzing a sound signal time frame by time frame. The algorithm’s 

detection is sequential in nature: It takes a frame from the STFT and makes an 

extrapolation to the next frame, assuming that the signal is constant. The difference 

between the extrapolated frame and the actual frame of the STFT constitutes the detection 

function. The proposed improvement lies in a combination of ideas from other algorithms, 

analyzing the signal with different frequency bands with frequency dependent settings 

and a modification of the extrapolation step. The proposed algorithm is compared to the 

original algorithm and an adaption by Dixon (2006) by analyzing 20 songs using three 

different window functions. The results were evaluated with the standards set by MIREX 

(2005-2016). The results of the proposed algorithm are encouraging, showing good recall, 

but fail to out-perform any of the algorithms it is compared to in both precision and the 

so-called F-measure. The shortcomings of the proposed algorithm leave room for further 

improvement, and a number of possible future modifications are exemplified.  

  

                                                 
1
 Please note that the bulk of the project was completed in 2012, rendering state-of-the-art algorithms 

outdated. 



  

Ansatsdetektion i polyfon musik 

Sammanfattning 

Ansatsdetektion används inom musikanalys för bland annat automatisk transkription och 

ljudkomprimering. Ansatsdetektion innebär att lokalisera en händelse i en musiksignal. 

Med målet att utveckla en algoritm som presterar bättre än aktuella2 algoritmer ges här 

en genomgång av några nödvändiga teoretiska kunskaper i ämnet, bland annat korttids-

Fouriertransformen (STFT) och hur fönsterfunktioner påverkar signalbehandling. 

Tidigare arbeten inom ansatsdetektion med olika infallsvinklar studeras och en möjlig 

förbättring av en av dem, den av Bello, Duxbury, Davies, & Sandler (2004), framträder. 

Algoritmen använder sig av STFT och analyserar ljudsignaler en tidsenhet i taget. Utifrån 

varje analyserad tidsenhet görs en extrapolation till nästa tidsenhet genom antagandet att 

signalen är konstant. Skillnaden mellan den extrapolerade tidsenheten och den faktiska 

tidsenheten i STFTn utgör detektionsfunktionen. Den möjliga förbättringen består i att 

använda idéer från olika algoritmer för ansatsdetektion – ljudsignalen analyseras i olika 

frekvensband med bandberoende inställningar för STFTn – och en förändrad 

extrapoleringsfunktion. Den föreslagna algoritmen jämförs med originalet av Bello, 

Duxbury, Davies, & Sandler (2004) och även med en variant utvecklad av Dixon (2006) 

genom att applicera dem på 20 spår med tre olika fönsterfunktioner. Resultaten utvärderas 

enligt MIREX (2005-2016) standarder och är lovande för algoritmen, då den har en bra 

träffbild, men både träffsäkerhet och F-värde ligger under de båda andra. Ett flertal 

möjliga förbättringar av algoritmen iakttas och presenteras. 

  

                                                 
 
2 Merparten av projektet utfördes 2012, vilket innebär att aktuella algoritmer nu är föråldrade. 
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1. Introduction 

Introduction 
Onset detection, defined as localizing the beginning of an event in time in a sound signal, 

has been a well-researched area within Music Information Retrieval (MIR) during the last 

few years.  It can be used for such tasks as sound segmentation, beat recognition and 

automatic music transcription (Smith L. S., 1996; Zhou, Mattavelli, & Zoia, 2008).  

The aim of the present work was to develop an algorithm for onset detection in digitized 

music signals, surpassing the results of existing algorithms. An unrealistic goal would 

have been to detect every onset without any spurious onsets, i.e. flawless onset detection, 

as not even human listeners consistently label onsets in a given piece of music (Leveau, 

Daudet, & Richard, 2004). In evaluating the developed algorithm, a total of 20 songs 

provided by the department Speech, Music and Hearing (TMH) are analyzed and 

evaluated according to the standards set by MIREX (2005-2016). Upon completion of the 

project the developed algorithm is to be incorporated in the algorithm developed in the 

degree project of Einar Nygård, although this lies outside the scope of the project per se.  

Spectral analysis 

Fourier analysis 

Fourier analysis, named after the French mathematician Joseph Fourier, is one of the 

branches of mathematics that deal with expressing a function as a sum of different basis 

functions, to arbitrary accuracy. In Fourier analysis, the basis functions are sine-waves of 

different frequencies and amplitudes, making them suitable for sound-analysis (Klapuri 

& Davy, 2007). There are two types of Fourier transforms, the Continuous Fourier 

Transform and the Discrete Fourier Transform. They both map a signal from the time-

domain to the frequency-domain, and the mapping is one-to-one. Every signal has one 

and only one Fourier transform and every such transform can be inversely transformed 

into one and only one signal. The interested reader may refer to Vretblad (2003) for a 

discussion of both types.  

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

In the case of a discrete function, where the function only has values at discrete points 

along the t-axis, such as music signals, the Fourier transform takes the following form: 

Here Xk is the complex spectrum of the signal, xn are the discrete data points, k is the 

frequency index and N is the number of data points (Briggs & Henson, 1995; Jurafsky & 

Martin, 2009). 

Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) 

One utilization of DFT that is important in its own right is dividing a signal into several 

smaller pieces and performing a DFT on each of them. This procedure is known as doing 

 𝑋𝑘 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑥𝑛𝑒(−𝑖2𝜋

𝑘
𝑁

𝑛), 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (1.1) 
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a short-time Fourier Transform, or STFT, on a signal. The formula for the STFT may be 

written 

 

 

where Xl(k) is the transform of the timeframe l, k is the frequency index, w(n) is the 

analysis window, x(n) is the signal, H is the sample hop length between timeframes, ωk 

is the frequency in radians of the complex sinusoid e-iωn, and N is the size of the FFT 

(Zölzer, 2011). Note that the window function multiplies the signal under inspection. This 

is important, since the idea of not applying a window to the signal, i.e. setting w(n) equal 

to 1 for all n, applies a rectangular window to the signal. When the hop length H is smaller 

than the window length, there will be a resulting overlap between frames. A rectangular 

window with an overlap of 50 percent yields a correlation of 50 percent, while a 50-

percent overlap for a Hamming window yields a correlation of 23.5 percent between 

frames due to the bell-shape of the window (Harris, 1978). Conversely, a hop length that 

is larger than the window length results in a discarding of data between time frames. In 

equation (1.2) a multiplication is performed in the time domain between the windowing 

function and the signal segment. This is equivalent to performing a convolution in the 

frequency domain between the signal’s and the windowing function’s respective Fourier 

transforms (Zölzer, 2011).  

The Sampling Theorem 

The sampling theorem, or Shannon's sampling theorem, reads as follows:  

Suppose that f is continuous on R, that f ∈ L1(R) and that 𝑓(𝜔) = 0 for |ω| > c. Then 

where the sum is uniformly convergent on R.  

f(t) is a continuous function defined for real values of t that belongs to the L1-space on 

R. This means by definition that the integral of the absolute value of f(t) over some 

interval on R is less than infinity. 𝑓(𝜔) = 0 for |ω| > c means that the Fourier transform, 

denoted 𝑓, is 0 for all ω with an absolute value larger than c. n∈Z means that n spans the 

set of whole numbers. The formulation and the proof of the theorem can be found in 

(Vretblad, 2003).The implications of the theorem might not be readily apparent. Consider 

the right-hand side of equation (1.4) 

Here we find a multiplication of the function f and a sine-wave. The sine-wave is 

evaluated for values of t, but the function f has gotten rid of its dependence on t; it is only 

evaluated at discrete points given by the values of n, where n is a whole number. This 

 𝑋𝑙(𝑘) = ∑ 𝑤(𝑛) ∙ 𝑥(𝑛 + 𝑙𝐻) ∙ 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑘𝑛

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (1.2) 

 𝜔𝑘 =
2𝜋𝑘

𝑁
 (1.3) 

 𝑓(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑓

𝑛∈𝒁

(
𝑛𝜋

𝑐
) ∙

sin(𝑐𝑡 − 𝑛𝜋)

𝑐𝑡 − 𝑛𝜋
 (1.4) 

 ∑ 𝑓

𝑛∈𝒁

(
𝑛𝜋

𝑐
) ∙

sin(𝑐𝑡 − 𝑛𝜋)

𝑐𝑡 − 𝑛𝜋
 (1.5) 
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means that the original function f can be completely reconstructed if its values are known 

at discrete points along the t-axis. In equations (1.4) and (1.5), the number of known 

values are infinite, since n spans the entire set of whole numbers, so the equality sign in 

(1.4) is indeed true. For audio recordings, perfect reconstruction is neither a necessity nor 

a feasibility and the concept of sampling frequency, i.e. measurements per second, arises. 

The Nyquist frequency is the highest frequency that can be reconstructed given a certain 

sampling frequency, and is half the frequency of the sampling frequency (Jurafsky & 

Martin, 2009). The sampling theorem and the Nyquist frequency is of large importance 

for audio recordings, as they give the boundaries for sampling frequencies of the 

recording. Humans are able to perceive sounds in the range of 20 to 20,000 Hz (Huber & 

Runstein, 2012). Thus, a sampling frequency of 40,000 Hz would suffice for there to be 

no loss of information in the human hearing spectrum. Ordinary sound recordings, as 

found on Compact Discs, use a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz (Huber & Runstein, 

2012). 

The window function 

To understand the importance of the window function, let us look at how the length, M, 

of the window affects the output. In the following, a Hamming window is used. 
 

 
Figure 1.A, Sound wave representation of the signal. Intensity vs time. 

 
Figure 1.B, Spectrogram of the signal using a large window. Frequency vs time. Notice the thin 

horizontal lines, representing good frequency resolution. The three vertical lines are onsets, with 

low time resolution. 

 
Figure 1.C, Spectrogram of the signal using a small window. Frequency vs time. The three 

vertical lines are onsets, with good time resolution. The frequency resolution is correspondingly 

low. 
 

The figures Figure 1.A, Figure 1.B and Figure 1.C each display a segment of the track 

Final Countdown in a different aspect, generated with WaveSurfer 1.8.8p3 (WaveSurfer, 

2012). In Figure 1.A the sound wave of the song for one second, from 5 seconds to 6 

seconds, is shown. In Figure 1.B the spectrogram of the same part of the song is shown. 

An FFT and a Hamming window, both with a length of 2048 points, were used to produce 
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the image. In Figure 1.C the FFT and Hamming window had a length of 512 points. Note 

the tradeoffs in the transform between figures Figure 1.B and Figure 1.C. In Figure 1.B, 

there are sharp lines in the frequencies, i.e. good frequency resolution, and blurry lines 

for the different times, i.e. bad time resolution. In Figure 1.C, the opposite is true. This is 

the effect of the size of the window function. Short windows yield poor frequency 

resolution, but good time resolution, and long windows yield good frequency resolution, 

but poor time resolution (Zölzer, 2011). 

Spectral leakage 

Mentioned in the STFT section, the multiplication in the time-domain between the 

window function and the signal is a convolution in the frequency-domain. Let us 

investigate this statement in mathematical terms. We begin with a complex sinusoid x(n), 

where A is the amplitude of the sinusoid, e is the base of the natural logarithm, i is the 

imaginary unit and ωx is the frequency of the sinusoid. The DFT of equation (1.6) will be 

The DFT is the window’s transform centered at the frequency of the sinusoid, and 

multiplied with the amplitude of the sinusoid (Smith III & Serra, 1987).  

Let us investigate the transform of the Hamming window. Consider Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2, Hamming window represented in the time domain and in the frequency domain. The 

main lobe of the window is prominent, with side lobes showing large attenuation. The plot is 

obtained with MATLAB’s built-in function wvtool.  
 

In the paper by Harris (1978), the effect of the convolution is explained by a series of 

images similar to those in Figure 2. The large peak in the frequency domain is the main 

lobe of the Hamming window, and the smaller peaks are so called side lobes. The 

 𝑥(𝑛) = 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑥𝑛, 𝑛 = 0,1,2, … (1.6) 

 𝑋(𝜔) = ∑ 𝑤(𝑛) ∙ 𝑥(𝑛) ∙ 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑛

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (1.7) 

 𝑋(𝜔) = 𝐴 ∑ 𝑤(𝑛) ∙ 𝑒−𝑖(𝜔−𝜔𝑥)𝑛

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (1.8) 

 𝑋(𝜔) = 𝐴𝑊(𝜔 − 𝜔𝑥) (1.9) 
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convolution between the window and the signal will result in ‘leakage’ at these side lobes, 

obscuring frequency discrimination. The frequency resolution of a DFT analysis is given 

by the equation 

where ∆f is the resolution, β is the 6.0-dB bandwidth of the window, fs is the sample 

frequency and N is the size of the window (Harris, 1978; Smith III & Serra, 1987). It is 

apparent that an increase in the length of the window gives a lower value of ∆f, i.e. higher 

frequency resolution, which leads us to the following equation 

with the same nomenclature. Equation (1.11) gives a lower bound of the window length 

for the spectral leakage to be sufficiently small for any given resolution. Values for the 

main lobe bandwidths for different types of windows are included in (Harris, 1978). 

Ideally one would like a very narrow main lobe and high attenuation of the side lobes, 

but this is not possible (Smith III & Serra, 1987). Different windows, such as the 

Hamming, Blackman-Harris, rectangular, triangular and Gaussian to name a few, have 

different properties, attenuating the side lobes differently. The choice of window type is 

an important one, since a poorly chosen window will obscure the DFT result (Harris, 

1978). 

Zero Padding 

The concept of zero padding a signal is also of importance. The computation of the FFT 

is fastest for lengths that are a power of two (The MathWorks, Inc.). If the signal sample 

we are investigating is not a power of two, rather an odd number, we may add zeros to 

the end of the signal. This does not add any information, but in fact results in an 

interpolation in the frequency domain, increasing the number of frequency bins in the 

output (Smith III & Serra, 1987; Zölzer, 2011). The scheme of zero-padding employed 

by Smith III & Serra (1987) is performed by first windowing a signal x with a window w 

of length M 

 

To render the padding to occur in the middle of the signal, the output xw is split in a right 

and a left half 

 

that finally switch places and are inserted into a vector X of length N, the STFT length, 

forming a vector in which 𝑥𝑤
𝑟  resides at the beginning and 𝑥𝑤

𝑙  resides at the end.  

  

 ∆𝑓 = 𝛽
𝑓𝑠

𝑁
 (1.10) 

 𝑁 ≥ 𝛽
𝑓𝑠

Δ𝑓
 (1.11) 

 𝑥𝑤(𝑚) = 𝑥(𝑚) ∙ 𝑤(𝑚), 𝑚 = 1, 𝑀 (1.12) 

 𝑥𝑤
𝑙 = 𝑥𝑤(𝑚), 𝑚 = 1,

𝑀 − 1

2
 (1.13) 

 𝑥𝑤
𝑟 = 𝑥𝑤(𝑚), 𝑚 =

𝑀 + 1

2
, 𝑀 (1.14) 
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All points between 𝑥𝑤
𝑟  and 𝑥𝑤

𝑙  are zero, denoted by ZN-M in (1.15), rendering all zero-

padding to occur there (Smith III & Serra, 1987; Zölzer, 2011). For a symmetric signal, 

this will result in a zero-phased signal, see the section below. 

Zero Phase Windowing 

Any signal that is symmetric about the middle point of an interval is said to be zero phase 

in that interval (Smith S. W., 2002). A signal that is symmetric about some other point in 

the interval is said to be linear phase, and a signal that is not symmetric is nonlinear phase. 

According to Zölzer (2011) and Smith III & Serra (1987), using a zero-phase window 

facilitates phase detection.  

Constant Q Transform 

Defining the filter attribute Q as 

where fC is the center frequency and β is the bandwidth, the Constant Q Transform (CQT) 

is a transformation of a signal from the time domain to the frequency domain with the 

property that Q remains constant over all frequency bins of the transformation (Brown & 

Puckette, 1992). The CQT is given by  

where XCQ is the CQT-bin, k is the bin index, w is the window function, N is the window 

length, x is the signal and ωk is the bin frequency (Brown & Puckette, 1992). Note that 

the window length N is a function of the bin index k. As opposed to the DFT, the CQT 

has geometrically spaced frequency bins with center frequencies ωk given by 

where b is the number of frequencies per octave and ω0 is the base frequency. For certain 

values of ω0 and b, the center frequencies perfectly match the Equal Temperament Scale 

of Western music (Klapuri & Schörkhuber, 2010). This fact makes the CQT particularly 

useful for analyzing musical signals from Western music. 

The bandwidth and center frequency of equation (1.17) depends on the window function 

w and the bin frequency ωk respectively. However, the bandwidth is inversely 

proportional to N, so by choosing values of N inversely proportional to the bin frequency, 

a constant Q can be attained (Brown & Puckette, 1992).  

Although similar in appearance, equations (1.2) and (1.17) represent different transforms. 

The most important differences to note are the linear and geometrically spaced frequency 

bins, as well as the length of the window function being itself a function of the frequency 

bin for the CQT, and constant for the STFT.  

 𝑋 = 𝑥𝑤
𝑟 + 𝑍𝑁−𝑀 + 𝑥𝑤

𝑙  (1.15) 

 𝑄 =
𝑓𝐶

𝛽
 (1.16) 

 𝑋𝐶𝑄(𝑘) = ∑ 𝑤(𝑛, 𝑘) ∙ 𝑥(𝑛) ∙ 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑘𝑛

𝑁(𝑘)−1

𝑛=0

 (1.17) 

 𝜔𝑘 = 𝜔02
𝑘
𝑏 , 𝑘 = 0,1,2, … (1.18) 
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MIREX results 
MIREX, Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange, is a recurring yearly event 

where participants can evaluate their algorithms’ performance in relation to those of other 

participants. MIREX has been running every year since 2005, and evaluation tasks 

include key detection, beat tracking and onset detection among others. Table 1 below 

shows the average results of the best performing onset detection algorithm of each year. 

During the later years there has been a shift to Artificial Neural Nets for onset detection, 

as can be seen by the results of the algorithms by S. Böck et al. Details of their latest 

submission can be found in (Böck & Schlüter, 2016). 
 

Table 1 MIREX onset detection results. The highest F-measure for each year is shown, together 

with the algorithms' best class of music and its corresponding F-measure. No onset detection 

algorithms were evaluated in 2008. In later years the results have been dominated by Sebastian 

Böck et al., using Artifical Neural Net approaches to onset detection. 

Year Participant Average F-measure [%] Music class (best) F-measure [%]  

2005 Lacoste & Eck 80.07 Solo drum 91.40 

2006 A. Röbel 78.80 Solo bars and bells 96.56 

2007 R. Zhou, J. D. Reiss 80.80 Solo drum 91.79 

2009 A. Röbel 79.60 Solo bars and bells 89.33 

2010 S. Böck, F. Eyben, B. 

Schuller 

78.66 Solo bars and bells 96.71 

2011 S. Böck 83.10 Poly pitched 94.49 

2012 S. Böck 85.38 Solo bars and bells 99.44 

2013 S. Böck, J. Schlüter 87.27 Poly pitched 94.26 

2014 S. Böck 86.80 Solo bars and bells 100 

2015 S. Böck 85.89 Solo bars and bells 100 

2016 S. Böck, J. Schlüter 87.32 Poly pitched 94.29 
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2. Previous work 
This chapter will describe the core concepts of previous work in the field. 

Previous work 
As described by Bello et al. (2005), a typical onset algorithm constitutes the three stages 

pre-processing, reduction and peak-picking. In the (optional) pre-processing stage, the 

original audio is processed in a way as to improve the results of the algorithm. In the 

reduction stage, the digitized sound is transformed into a detection function from which 

onsets are extracted in the peak-picking stage. In the following sections, both the 

reduction stage and the general scheme of common and interesting onset detection 

algorithms are described. 

Spectral Flux 

Spectral flux is the measure of distance between successive frames in the STFT of the 

sound signal (Bello, et al., 2005; Dixon, 2006). When an onset occurs in a piece of music, 

changes in frequency content, intensity and phase may accompany it. The spectral flux 

seeks to quantize that change. Depending on the metric used, different detection functions 

are obtained. One can use the magnitude difference from Bello et al. (2004) which gives:  

where S is the STFT of a signal, k is the frequency bin of the STFT, and n is the time 

frame. Degara-Quintela, Pena, & Torres-Guijarro (2009) and Benetos, Holzapfel, & 

Stylianou (2009) define another measure, only considering an increase in magnitude 

between frames 

In an implementation of a spectral flux detection function, as proposed by Klapuri (1999) 

and implemented by Ricard (2005), the onset detection is divided in an onset component 

detection function and an onset component aggregation detection function. The sound 

signal is pre-processed by first normalizing the loudness of the signal to 70 dB using a 

psychoacoustic loudness model, and then splitting it into 21 non-overlapping bands with 

a filterbank. The signal of each band is full-wave rectified and convolved with a 100 ms 

half-Hanning window, yielding 21 amplitude envelopes A(t). The first order difference 

D(t) of an amplitude envelope gives the change in intensity of the signal, and dividing 

D(t) with A(t) gives the change in intensity of the signal relative to the intensity of the 

signal, denoted W(t). 

 𝑆𝐹(𝑛) = ∑|𝑆𝑘(𝑛)|

𝑁

𝑘=1

− |𝑆𝑘(𝑛 − 1)| (2.1) 

 𝑆𝐹+(𝑛) = ∑ 𝐻

𝑁

𝑘=1

(|𝑆𝑘(𝑛)| − |𝑆𝑘(𝑛 − 1)|) (2.2) 

 𝐻(𝑥) =
𝑥 + |𝑥|

2
 (2.3) 

 𝑊(𝑡) =
𝑑 log(𝐴(𝑡))

𝑑𝑡
 (2.4) 
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W(t) is the onset component detection function, and since W(t) is a function of relative 

change in intensity, and the sound is normalized (Ricard, 2005), peaks of W(t) can be 

picked using a global threshold for each band. The selected peaks must be assigned an 

intensity for the onset component aggregation stage. A peak’s intensity is calculated by 

the following formula: 

IW denotes the intensity of a peak in W, Dmax(W) denotes the maximum value of D(t) 

between the peak’s point and the point where D(t) ceases to increase, and fC denotes the 

band filter’s center frequency. Only peaks that have the highest intensity in a vicinity of 

50 ms are kept for each band. In the onset component aggregation step, onset components 

are given a loudness value from their intensity, according to a loudness model by Moore 

et al. The loudness of onset components is aggregated across all frequency bands with an 

aggregation window of 50 ms, i.e. components of different bands are aggregated if their 

respective times are less than 50 ms apart. When aggregation has been performed, a global 

threshold is applied to the detection function to extract onsets. 

Phase Deviation 

The STFT can be represented as amplitude and phase, see equation (1.2). Phase deviation 

is the measure of the change of phase in frequency bins between successive frames in the 

STFT of the sound signal (Bello, et al., 2005; Dixon, 2006). A detection function can be 

acquired by investigating the second difference of phase, i.e. the change in the change of 

phase (Dixon, 2006). Let 𝜃𝑘(𝑛) be the phase of the k-th frequency bin at the n-th time in 

the STFT. The first difference 𝜃𝑘
′ (𝑛) is given by: 

The second difference 𝜃𝑘
′′(𝑛), the difference of successive differences, is given by: 

For a steady signal, the first difference should remain quite constant, and the second 

difference thus be close to zero. The phase deviation detection function takes the form 

A drawback with equation (2.8) is that spurious sounds with low intensity are weighed 

equally to real onsets, which leads to an improved version, aptly named Weighted Phase 

Deviation (Dixon, 2006). 

In equation (2.9) the sound intensity is taken into account to prevent spurious sounds of 

low intensity from being detected as onsets. 

 

 𝐼𝑊 = 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑊) ∙ 𝑓𝐶  (2.5) 

 𝜃𝑘
′ (𝑛) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑛) − 𝜃𝑘(𝑛 − 1) (2.6) 

 𝜃𝑘
′′(𝑛) = 𝜃𝑘

′ (𝑛) − 𝜃𝑘
′ (𝑛 − 1) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑛) − 2𝜃𝑘(𝑛 − 1) + 𝜃𝑘(𝑛 − 2) (2.7) 

 𝑃𝐷(𝑛) = ∑|𝜃𝑘
′′(𝑛)|

𝑁

𝑘=1

 (2.8) 

 𝑊𝑃𝐷(𝑛) = ∑|𝑆𝑘(𝑛) ∙ 𝜃𝑘
′′(𝑛)|

𝑁

𝑘=1

 (2.9) 
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High Frequency Content 

Generally, the energy of sound signals is situated at low frequencies (Rodet & Jaillet, 

2001). When an onset is present, energy increases in the overall frequencies, the change 

being more prominent in the higher frequencies. Bello et al. (2005), propose the following 

function for a weighted energy measure: 

where W(k) is a weight function not further specified in the article. 

Complex Domain 

The complex domain approach to onset detection functions combines both phase and 

amplitude in the analysis of the sound signal. An STFT is performed on the signal, and 

as the STFT can be represented by amplitude and phase in the complex domain, see 

equation (1.2), all analysis is performed in that domain. Assuming that a signal is stable, 

it is possible to extrapolate an STFT frame from the previous frames. The difference of 

the extrapolated target frame and the actual STFT frame summed over frequency bins 

constitutes the detection function (Duxbury, Bello, Davies, & Sandler, 2003; Bello, 

Duxbury, Davies, & Sandler, 2004).  

Let 𝑆𝑘(𝑛) be the STFT frame at the k-th frequency bin at the n-th time, and let 𝑆𝑘
′ (𝑛) be 

its calculated target value assuming a stable signal. The difference between 𝑆𝑘
′ (𝑛) and 

𝑆𝑘(𝑛) is given by 

 

The frame-by-frame detection function takes the following form 

If an onset is present, the signal will exhibit a non-stable behavior rendering the 

extrapolated frame a bad fit, and equation (2.12) will show these differences (Bello, et 

al., 2005). To distinguish onsets from offsets, Dixon (2006) introduces the  

Rectified Complex Domain, only evaluating equation (2.11) for times n where 
|𝑆𝑘(𝑛)| ≥ |𝑆𝑘(𝑛 − 1)|, i.e. when the signal is experiencing an increase in amplitude 

between time frames, denoted below as ∆𝑆𝑘
+(𝑛). 

The rectified complex domain frame-by-frame detection function becomes 

 𝐸(𝑛) =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑊 (𝑘) ∙ 𝑆𝑘(𝑛)

𝑁

𝑘=1

 (2.10) 

 ∆𝑆𝑘(𝑛) = √[ℜ(𝑆𝑘
′ (𝑛)) − ℜ(𝑆𝑘(𝑛))]

2
+ [ℑ(𝑆𝑘

′ (𝑛)) − ℑ(𝑆𝑘(𝑛))]
2
 (2.11) 

 𝐶𝐷(𝑛) = ∑ ∆𝑆𝑘(𝑛)

𝐾

𝑘=1

 (2.12) 

 ∆𝑆𝑘
+(𝑛) = {

∆𝑆𝑘(𝑛), if  |𝑆𝑘(𝑛)| ≥ |𝑆𝑘(𝑛 − 1)|

0, otherwise
 (2.13) 

 𝑅𝐶𝐷(𝑛) = ∑ ∆𝑆𝑘
+(𝑛)

𝐾

𝑘=1

 (2.14) 
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Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) 

Beginning with a non-negative M-by-N matrix X, NMF aims at approximating it as a 

product of the two non-negative matrices W, M-by-R, and H, R-by-N, where R is less than 

or equal to M. The approximation should have as small an error as possible. The error is 

computed via a cost function, of which there are many variants, see for example (Lee & 

Seung, 2001). Smaragdis & Brown (2003) use NMF for polyphonic music transcription. 

Representing the data of the sound in the matrix X as the magnitude spectrogram of the 

sound, W and H can be constructed to only contain spectral and temporal information 

respectively. Their system effectively extracts unique events of a signal, e.g. onsets. 

Update rules for the values in W and H correspond to the cost function chosen for the 

algorithm (Smaragdis & Brown, 2003; Lee & Seung, 2001).  

Artificial Neural Network 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are used in many areas of data analysis (Fausett, 

1994). Applications include compression, identification, classification of data and so 

forth. ANNs recognize patterns in input, and output a corresponding pattern. There are 

two approaches to ANNs, namely supervised and unsupervised learning. In unsupervised 

learning, the system is presented with training data without being told what output it 

should give. If the set of training data is large enough, the system will generalize that data 

into classes. The other method, supervised learning, has the system know what output it 

should give when presented with a certain input. As Marolt (2004) puts it: “Recognizing 

notes in a signal is a typical pattern recognition task”, and indeed ANNs are used in the 

complete transcription system SONIC (Marolt, 2001; Marolt, Kavcic, & Privosnik, 2002; 

Marolt, 2004), where both onset detection and note recognition is performed. A 

combination of supervised and unsupervised learning is employed in the systems 

described by Hu & Dannenberg (2006) and You & Dannenberg (2007), having only a 

part of the training data labeled. 

Hierarchical Onset Detection 

Detecting onsets only differing in timbre, e.g. a singing voice going from the vowel “a” 

to the vowel “o” without changing pitch or intensity is a difficult task. Referred to as 

“soft” onsets, Kapanci & Pfeffer (2004) describe a system that is exclusively trained for 

this task. The system utilizes a tree structure, see Figure 3, to categorize and establish 

onset events. Any onset detected in the leaf nodes of the tree are “hard” onsets. Onsets 

detected on non-leaf nodes are “soft” onsets. Moving upwards in the tree, the spacing of 

frames grows larger until a threshold is reached, where a difference between analyzed 

frames have little meaning in detecting onsets. 
 

 
Figure 3, Tree structure of considered frames in Hierarchical Onset Detection. Numbers 

represent the STFT frames that are compared for onset detection. The leaf nodes, e.g. 1-2, 

represent a comparison of successive STFT frames. 
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3. Method 
This chapter will describe the algorithm developed for the project with sections for the 

reduction, detection function and peak picking stages. The theoretical background and 

previous work led to the proposed algorithm described below. 

Implementation 
MATLAB was selected as the platform for the development and execution of the 

algorithm, mainly due to its accessible language and large set of signal processing tools. 

The algorithms of Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) were also implemented in 

MATLAB following the outline of the respective papers. Settings for the STFT of both 

algorithms was an FFT with a length of 2048 points, a window that was 2047 points with 

an overlap of 50 percent between frames. The peak picking stage was the same for all 

three algorithms, where we used a running average function, tsmovavg available in 

MATLAB, as a threshold for onset selection. 

The code is viewable in its entirety in the Appendix, and where it was found to be 

necessary, the code has been commented. 

Algorithm 

Reduction 

The reduction stage is the transformation of digitized sound into a form that can be 

analyzed by a detection function. The reduction scheme developed herein is based on 

ideas from the CQT as well as the implementation by Bello et al. (2004). It employs an 

STFT with a constant FFT length and a window length that is varied depending on the 

analyzed frequency span. Each of the analyzed frequency spans corresponds to an octave, 

a choice inspired by the work of Klapuri & Schörkhuber (2010), and the octaves’ 

frequencies are taken from the Equal Tempered Scale ranging from C3 (130.81 Hz) to B9 

(15804.26 Hz). The STFT is normalized with the length of the window used, and the 

frequency bins pertaining to the currently analyzed octave are extracted. 

Equation (1.11) gives us the minimum length of a window for frequency discrimination, 

and evaluating it for the tone B3, a Hamming window, and a sample rate of 44,100 Hz 

we arrive at a value of roughly 10,200. We are not interested in re-synthesis of the signal 

and, since the objective of the detection function is to find frequency bin differences 

between adjacent time frames, frequency discrimination is not a main concern. We may 

thus allow ourselves to choose a window length that is lower than what (1.11) would give 

us, reducing the processing time of the algorithm. The chosen window length is an odd 

number, mainly for two reasons. One is zero phase windowing which requires a window 

to be of odd length, see page 6. The other is that an odd length window has a true middle 

point that can be placed at a specific data point, or time, in the signal. The selected window 

lengths for octaves 3 through 9 can be found in Table 2. 
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Table 2, The window length for each octave used in the reduction stage. Window lengths 

beginning with octave 6 satisfy equation (1.11) for a Hamming window. 

Octave number Window length (samples) 

3 2047 

4 2047 

5 2047 

6 1703 

7 1511 

8 1301 

9 611 

 

Expanding on the idea that high frequency data is useful for onset detection (Rodet & 

Jaillet, 2001), the signal is zero-padded in the upper octaves where the window length is 

lower than the STFT length by following the scheme described in the section Zero 

Padding. This is expected to prove beneficial for the detection function. 

It is integral to the detection function that the STFTs of the frequency spans can be 

combined, i.e. that they are aligned in time, having an equal number of columns. A 

starting point and a hop length (the number of data points to advance between subsequent 

time frames) must therefore be set globally for all frequency spans. For the STFT bins to 

be centered at the same data point across all frequency bands, the starting point is selected 

to be half the size of the largest window used, and the hop length is selected to be the 

smallest window used, resulting in no overlap between frames in the uppermost octave. 

Detection function 

The detection function employs both the original complex domain method of Bello et al. 

(2004) and the ideas presented by Dixon (2006) concerning improvements of the complex 

domain method. The STFT matrices from the reduction stage are processed following the 

scheme developed by Bello et al. (2004), where the difference between an actual frame 

and a calculated target frame constitutes the detection function, see equation (2.12). 

However, we propose some modifications to the original detection function.  

Instead of assuming constant amplitude of the signal from one frame to the next, we 

extrapolate the target amplitude from the two previous frames. Calculating the target 

amplitude A’ for time frame n and frequency bin k, we get 

whereas Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) use 

The amplitude estimation to use can be chosen freely by setting a parameter in the code. 

The target phase θ’ is also calculated by extrapolating from the previous frames. 

This estimation is also used by Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006). With equations (3.1) 

and (3.3), the target frame 𝑆′ is obtained as 

 𝐴𝑘
′ (𝑛) = 2𝐴𝑘(𝑛 − 1) − 𝐴𝑘(𝑛 − 2) (3.1) 

 𝐴𝑘
′ (𝑛) = 𝐴𝑘(𝑛 − 1) (3.2) 

 𝜃𝑘
′ (𝑛) = 2𝜃𝑘(𝑛 − 1) − 𝜃𝑘(𝑛 − 2) (3.3) 

 𝑆′ = 𝐴′ ∙ 𝑒𝑖𝜃′
 (3.4) 
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Let ∆𝑆𝑘(𝑛) be the difference between a target and an actual STFT frame as defined in 

equation (2.11). Bello et al. (2004) consider this difference summed over all frequency 

bins to constitute the detection function, as defined in equation (2.12). Dixon (2006) uses 

the modified version defined in equation (2.14). Building on the idea by Dixon, where 

only increases in signal amplitude are considered, we propose another possible 

improvement on the original detection function by Bello et al. (2004).  

Depending on whether there is an increase or a decrease in actual STFT frame amplitude 

between successive frames, we insert the value given by equation (2.11) into either ∆𝑆+ 

or ∆𝑆−, ∆𝑆+ for the positive and ∆𝑆− for the negative changes. 

Adding ∆𝑆𝑘
+ to ∆𝑆𝑘

− and then summing over k and all octaves O results in the original 

detection function used by Bello et al. (2004).  

Summing ∆𝑆𝑘
+ and over k and O results in the detection function used by Dixon (2006), 

since ∆𝑆𝑘
+ is equivalent to the difference function defined in equation (2.13). 

We can also create a new measure ∆CD, taking the difference between ∆𝑆𝑘
+and ∆𝑆𝑘

−  

and summing over k for each octave O. 

Summing ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) over all octaves and normalizing with the respective maximum value, 

we get 

Consider the plot of ∆CD in Figure 4. 

 ∆𝑆𝑘
+(𝑛) = {

∆𝑆𝑘(𝑛), if  |𝑆𝑘(𝑛)| ≥ |𝑆𝑘(𝑛 − 1)|

0, otherwise
 (3.5) 

 ∆𝑆𝑘
−(𝑛) = {

∆𝑆𝑘(𝑛), if  |𝑆𝑘(𝑛)| < |𝑆𝑘(𝑛 − 1)|

0, otherwise
 (3.6) 

 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜(𝑛) = ∑ ∑ ∆𝑆𝑘,𝑂
+ (𝑛) + ∆𝑆𝑘,𝑂

− (𝑛)

𝐾

𝑘=1

9

𝑂=3

 (3.7) 

 𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑥𝑜𝑛(𝑛) = ∑ ∑ ∆𝑆𝑘,𝑂
+ (𝑛)

𝐾

𝑘=1

9

𝑂=3

 (3.8) 

 ∆𝐶𝐷𝑘(𝑛) = ∆𝑆𝑘
+(𝑛) − ∆𝑆𝑘

−(𝑛) (3.9) 

 ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) = ∑ ∆𝐶𝐷𝑘(𝑛)

𝐾

𝑘=1

 (3.10) 

 ∆𝐶𝐷(𝑛) = ∑
∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛)

max (∆𝐶𝐷𝑂)

9

𝑂=3

 (3.11) 
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Figure 4, Excerpt from Here Comes the Sun, showing the possible information gain of using 

negative change values. Plotted as a solid blue line is ∆CD, and the dashed green lines are true 

onsets. 
 

Figure 4 shows a rather typical example of the function ∆CD, where positive peaks are 

followed by negative ones. A positive peak may thus be further enhanced by adding the 

trailing negative values to it.  

We construct a detection function by first keeping all values below zero of ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) for 

each octave O. 

We also keep the maximum values of ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) for each 50 ms window, a time used by 

both Klapuri (1999) as well as Duxbury, Sandler, & Davies (2002). 

∆𝐶𝐷𝑂
+(𝑛) contains positive peaks surrounded by at least 50 ms of zeroes. To each peak 

we add the absolute value of ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂
−(𝑛) from a trailing 50 ms window. 

𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) summed over the octaves that are given in Table 2 and normalized with their 

respective maximum value constitutes the frame-by-frame detection function CD(n) 

Equations (3.11) and (3.15) are possible since the 𝐶𝐷𝑂:s are aligned in time. It was found 

that the values in the upper octaves were much higher than those in the lower octaves. So 

high in fact, that they completely obscured the low frequency values when combining all 

𝐶𝐷𝑂. To permit the lower frequencies to affect the peak selection, each octave’s 𝐶𝐷𝑂 is 

therefore normalized to its maximum value. 

 ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂
−(𝑛) = {

∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛), if  ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) < 0
0, otherwise

 (3.12) 

 ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂
+(𝑛) = {

∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛), if  ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛 − 𝑚) <

∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) ≥  ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛 + 𝑚)

𝑚 ∈ (0 ms, 50 ms)
0, otherwise

 (3.13) 

 𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛) = {
∆𝐶𝐷𝑂

+(𝑛) + |∆𝐶𝐷𝑂
−(𝑚)|, if ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂

+(𝑛) > 0

𝑚 ∈ [𝑛, 𝑛 + 50 ms]
0, otherwise

 (3.14) 

 𝐶𝐷(𝑛) = ∑
𝐶𝐷𝑂(𝑛)

max (𝐶𝐷𝑂)

9

𝑂=3

 (3.15) 
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Peak selection 

The running average is set to cover 0.3 seconds, used for each of the algorithms and all 

windows. The running average is multiplied by a different value for each algorithm: 3 for 

the proposed algorithm, 1.5 for the one by Dixon (2006) and 1.25 for the one by Bello et 

al. (2004). Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the different detection functions and 

running averages for the first 20 seconds of the track Michelle by The Beatles. 

 

 
Figure 5, Michelle by the Beatles. The proposed detection function, seen in blue, will have peaks 

selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the running average function, seen in red. 

Dashed green lines are true onsets. 
 

 
Figure 6, Michelle by the Beatles. The detection function used for Bello’s et al. (2004) algorithm, 

seen in blue, will have peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the running 

average function, seen in red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. 
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Figure 7, Michelle by the Beatles. The detection function used for Dixon’s (2006) algorithm, seen 

in blue, will have peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the running average 

function, seen in red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. 
 

The different algorithms have different running average to height ratios, as can be seen 

in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 above. The multiplier for the running average was 

manually selected to maximize the F-measure of each detection function, although the 

selected values may not be completely ideal. 

Evaluation 
The algorithms were evaluated according to the standards set by MIREX (2005-2016). A 

true onset will be counted as detected if there is a proposed onset from the peak selection 

within a 50 ms window. The F-measure 

will be adopted to measure the performance of the algorithms, where P is the precision, 

measured as the number of detected onsets divided by the total number of proposed 

onsets, and R is the recall, the number of detected onsets divided by the total number of 

true onsets. A precision value lower than one means that the number of proposed onsets 

is larger than the number of detected true onsets. A recall value approaching one means 

that the number of undetected true onsets approaches zero. P, R and F is the final output 

of the analysis. 

Data set 

The data set that was used to evaluate the algorithms consists of 20 songs of different 

genres, including pop and rock, provided by the department for Speech, Music and 

Hearing (TMH). The sound files are WAVE files generated from MIDI files, from which 

the true times of onsets may be extracted. In the MIDI files, the onset times may be 

separated by less than 10 ms, and if this is the case, the onset times are treated as equal 

when extracted. The extracted times are to be used as the reference for the calculated 

onsets. The songs, their play times and number of onsets can be found in Table 3 on the 

next page. 
 

 𝐹 =
2𝑃𝑅

𝑃 + 𝑅
 (3.16) 
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Table 3, The data set used for the evaluation of the different algorithms. 

Song Play time (seconds) Number of onsets 

Escucha atento – Pausini 28 74 

Fall behind me – The Donnas 32 175 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco Battiato & Alice 19 117 

Love Shack – B-52’s 31 139 

Summer holiday – Cliff Richard 23 115 

Obladi Oblada – The Beatles 32 246 

Russian National Anthem 52 140 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 33 153 

Our house – Madness 34 152 

Money – Pink Floyd 18 46 

Here comes the sun – The Beatles 34 119 

Eurovision – Theme 17 51 

Michelle – The Beatles 42 102 

Never too far – Mariah Carey 34 156 

Mambo italiano – Rosemary Clooney 28 128 

You take my breath away – The Knife 59 430 

We are the Champions – Queen 36 109 

Sex and the City - Theme 28 261 

Ghostbusters - Theme 18 86 

The Final Countdown – Europe 23 126 

Total 621 2925 
 

Execution 

The algorithms processed all 20 songs three times, one time for each of the windows 

Blackman-Harris, Hamming and Hann. The effect of the three new features (amplitude 

estimation, CQT-inspired STFT and ∆CD) of the proposed algorithm and their original 

counterparts were also tested by running all possible combinations. Given the three 

difference measures of Bello et al. (2004), Dixon (2006) and the proposed algorithm in 

equations (2.12), (2.14) and (3.9), the two amplitude estimations in equations (3.1) and 

(3.2) and the two STFT approaches described in Implementation and Reduction under 

Method, a total of 12 possible feature combinations was evaluated. The default features 

for each algorithm were used to produce results for comparison of the three algorithms. 
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4. Results 
This chapter will present the results of the proposed algorithm, the one by Bello et al. 

(2004) and the one by Dixon (2006).  

Overall performance 
The overall performance of the algorithms is presented in Table 4 on the next page, where 

the evaluation values for one window per algorithm are given. The window selected for 

each algorithm had the highest F-measure averaged over all songs, which serves as a base 

for the performance comparison. The features for each algorithm are the default features, 

i.e. the implementations of the algorithms of Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) use 

their respective detection function with the amplitude estimation given by equation (3.2) 

and the STFT approach described in Implementation under Method, while the proposed 

algorithm use its detection function with the amplitude estimation given by equation (3.1) 

and the STFT approach described in Reduction under Method. 

For the algorithm by Bello et al. (2004), the window function with the best performance 

when considering the average F-measure was the Hann window. For both the algorithm 

by Dixon (2006) and the proposed one, the Hamming window had the best average 

performance. By inspecting the boldfaced values in Table 4 it can be seen that the 

algorithm by Dixon (2006) had the best overall performance with the highest F-measure 

in ten out of twenty songs. By comparison, the proposed algorithm had the highest F-

measure in seven songs, and the algorithm by Bello et al. (2004) had the highest F-

measure in four songs. The algorithms by Dixon (2006) and Bello et al. (2004) were tied 

in one song, Obladi Oblada – The Beatles. Looking at the average results, it can be seen 

that the algorithm by Dixon (2006) manages to maintain, and improve, the precision of 

the algorithm by Bello et al. (2004), while increasing the recall value. The proposed 

algorithm manages to increase the average recall even further, but manages to do so at 

the expense of the precision value, leading to a lower F-measure than Dixon (2006). Some 

of the songs yield interesting results. See for example the song I treni di Tozeur – Franco 

Battiato & Alice in Table 4. The precision is high in all three algorithms, perfect in all but 

the proposed one, but the recall is below 50 percent except for the proposed algorithm. 

See also Russian National Anthem in Table 4. The song produces the worst results for all 

three algorithms, none of them exceeding a recall value over 50 percent. As a counter 

example, attention may be directed to the song Michelle – The Beatles, where all three 

algorithms have a recall value of 100 percent, i.e. all true onsets are detected. The song 

with the overall best performance, i.e. highest F-measure, for the three algorithms is 

Obladi Oblada – The Beatles, where both precision and recall values are high throughout. 

The inverse is true for the song Russian National Anthem, having the worst overall 

performance. 
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Table 4, The measure values are shown per song and per algorithm. The window, in parenthesis, 

is the window for which the algorithm had the best average F-measure. Boldfaced values are the 

maximum F-measure values for a song. The values shown are rounded to two decimals, but 

maximum values are selected based on non-rounded values. 

Song Bello (Hann) [%] Dixon (Hamming) [%] Project (Hamming) [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 95.16 79.73 86.77 87.32 83.78 85.52 76.83 85.14 80.77 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 100 78.86 88.18 100 90.29 94.90 96.25 88.00 91.94 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 100 44.44 61.54 100 47.01 63.95 92.11 59.83 72.54 

Love Shack – B-52’s 100 86.33 92.66 100 97.12 98.54 97.10 96.40 96.75 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 100 84.35 91.51 100 98.26 99.12 98.29 100 99.14 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 99.60 100 99.80 99.60 100 99.80 99.18 98.37 98.78 

Russian National Anthem 49.53 37.86 42.92 65.39 36.43 46.79 49.12 40.00 44.09 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 94.12 73.20 82.35 91.06 73.20 81.16 89.78 80.39 84.83 

Our house – Madness 99.26 88.16 93.38 100 96.05 97.99 92.81 84.87 88.66 

Money – Pink Floyd 97.44 82.61 89.41 100 95.65 97.78 82.14 100 90.20 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 96.97 80.67 88.07 97.00 81.51 88.58 75.76 84.03 79.68 

Eurovision – Theme 66.67 62.75 64.65 73.33 64.71 68.75 64.29 70.59 67.29 

Michelle – The Beatles 100 100 100 94.44 100 97.14 83.61 100 91.07 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 99.29 89.10 93.92 93.46 91.67 92.56 89.88 96.80 93.21 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 100 78.13 87.72 100 86.72 92.89 100 92.19 95.94 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 100 85.58 92.23 100 86.98 93.04 99.72 81.63 89.77 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 100 90.83 95.19 100 96.33 98.13 82.44 99.08 90.00 

Sex and the City - Theme 99.49 73.95 84.84 99.53 80.46 88.98 99.12 86.21 92.21 

Ghostbusters - Theme 98.53 77.91 87.01 98.65 84.88 91.25 98.72 89.54 93.90 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 96.51 65.87 78.30 96.88 73.81 83.78 95.33 80.95 87.55 

Average 94.63 78.02 85.02 94.83 83.24 88.03 88.12 85.70 86.42 
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In Table 5 below the results of the algorithm by Bello et al. (2004) when processed with 

the windows Blackman-Harris, Hamming and Hann can be seen. The algorithm reaches 

a maximum F-measure of 100 percent for the song Michelle – The Beatles for both the 

Hamming and Hann windows, and a lowest F-measure of 37.65 percent for the song 

Russian National Anthem for the Blackman-Harris window. The Blackman-Harris 

window produces the highest sole F-measure for two songs. The Hamming window 

produces the highest sole F-measure for five songs, and the Hann window produces the 

highest sole F-measure for four songs. It can also be seen that the results for the Hamming 

and Hann windows are almost identical for all other songs, being tied in seven instances, 

the Hann having a slightly higher average F-measure. 
 

Table 5, Measured values per window for the algorithm by Bello et al. (2004). Boldfaced values 

are maximum values. The values shown are rounded to two decimals, but maximum values are 

selected based on non-rounded values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 91.94 77.03 83.82 93.55 78.38 85.29 95.16 79.73 86.77 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 100 78.29 87.82 100 79.43 88.54 100 78.86 88.18 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 96.23 43.59 60.00 100 45.30 62.35 100 44.44 61.54 

Love Shack – B-52’s 100 86.33 92.66 100 85.61 92.25 100 86.33 92.66 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 100 79.13 88.35 100 84.35 91.51 100 84.35 91.51 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 99.59 99.59 99.59 99.60 100 99.80 99.60 100 99.80 

Russian National Anthem 41.74 34.29 37.65 50.94 38.57 43.90 49.53 37.86 42.92 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 88.14 67.97 76.75 94.96 73.86 83.09 94.12 73.20 82.35 

Our house – Madness 99.26 88.16 93.38 99.25 87.50 93.01 99.26 88.16 93.38 

Money – Pink Floyd 97.44 82.61 89.41 97.44 82.61 89.41 97.44 82.61 89.41 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 96.00 80.67 87.67 97.96 80.67 88.48 96.97 80.67 88.07 

Eurovision – Theme 64.00 62.75 63.37 65.22 58.82 61.86 66.67 62.75 64.65 

Michelle – The Beatles 99.03 100 99.51 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 98.53 85.90 91.78 99.29 89.10 93.92 99.29 89.10 93.92 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 98.98 75.78 85.84 100 77.34 87.23 100 78.13 87.72 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 99.73 86.28 92.52 100 83.95 91.28 100 85.58 92.23 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 100 88.07 93.66 100 89.91 94.69 100 90.83 95.19 

Sex and the City - Theme 99.48 72.80 84.07 99.49 73.95 84.84 99.49 73.95 84.84 

Ghostbusters - Theme 97.14 79.07 87.18 96.97 74.42 84.21 98.53 77.91 87.01 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 95.35 65.08 77.36 96.51 65.87 78.30 96.51 65.87 78.30 

Average 93.13 76.67 83.62 94.56 77.48 84.70 94.63 78.02 85.02 
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In Table 6 below the results for the algorithm by Dixon (2006) when processed with the 

three windows Blackman-Harris, Hamming and Hann can be seen. The algorithm reaches 

a maximum F-measure of 99.80 percent for the song Obladi Oblada – The Beatles for all 

three windows, and a lowest overall F-measure of 41.18 percent for the Blackman-Harris 

window and the song Russian National Anthem. The Blackman-Harris window produces 

the highest sole F-measure in two songs, and is tied with one or both of the other windows 

in three songs. The Hann and Hamming windows are tied in six songs, and surpass one 

another in six songs, but the Hamming window yields the highest average F-measure. 
 

Table 6, Measured values per window for the algorithm by Dixon (2006). Boldfaced values are 

maximum values. The values shown are rounded to two decimals, but maximum values are 

selected based on non-rounded values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 81.33 82.43 81.88 87.32 83.78 85.52 87.32 83.78 85.52 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 100 90.29 94.90 100 90.29 94.90 100 90.29 94.90 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 98.21 47.01 63.58 100 47.01 63.95 100 47.86 64.74 

Love Shack – B-52’s 99.27 97.12 98.18 100 97.12 98.54 100 97.12 98.54 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 100 97.39 98.68 100 98.26 99.12 100 98.26 99.12 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 99.60 100 99.80 99.60 100 99.80 99.60 100 99.80 

Russian National Anthem 50.00 35.00 41.18 65.39 36.43 46.79 67.09 37.86 48.40 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 89.43 71.90 79.71 91.06 73.20 81.16 91.13 73.86 81.59 

Our house – Madness 98.05 99.34 98.69 100 96.05 97.99 100 98.68 99.34 

Money – Pink Floyd 100 93.48 96.63 100 95.65 97.78 100 95.65 97.78 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 98.00 82.35 89.50 97.00 81.51 88.58 96.08 82.35 88.69 

Eurovision – Theme 55.77 56.86 56.31 73.33 64.71 68.75 71.43 58.82 64.52 

Michelle – The Beatles 82.26 100 90.27 94.44 100 97.14 92.73 100 96.23 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 86.50 90.39 88.40 93.46 91.67 92.56 92.81 91.03 91.91 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 97.32 85.16 90.83 100 86.72 92.89 99.11 86.72 92.50 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 99.74 87.67 93.32 100 86.98 93.04 100 87.67 93.43 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 100 90.83 95.19 100 96.33 98.13 99.04 94.50 96.71 

Sex and the City - Theme 99.54 81.99 89.92 99.53 80.46 88.98 99.53 80.46 88.98 

Ghostbusters - Theme 98.67 86.05 91.93 98.65 84.88 91.25 98.67 86.05 91.93 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 95.83 73.02 82.88 96.88 73.81 83.78 96.84 73.02 83.26 

Average 91.48 82.41 86.09 94.83 83.24 88.03 94.57 83.20 87.89 
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In Table 7 below the performance of the proposed algorithm when processed with the 

windows Blackman-Harris, Hamming and Hann can be seen. The algorithm has a highest 

F-measure of 99.57 percent for the Hann window and the song Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard, and a second highest F-measure of 99.19 percent for the Blackman-Harris 

window and the song Obladi Oblada – The Beatles. A lowest F-measure of 43.27 percent 

is produced by the Hann window for the song Russian National Anthem.The Blackman-

Harris window produces a highest sole F-measure for two songs, the Hamming window 

produces the highest sole F-measure for thirteen songs, and the Hann window produces 

the highest sole F-measure for five songs. While the Blackman-Harris and the Hann 

windows have the highest ranking F-measures, the Hamming window is the better 

window due to the number of highest F-measures. 
 

Table 7, Measured values per window for the proposed algorithm. Boldfaced values are maximum 

values. The values shown are rounded to two decimals, but maximum values are selected based 

on non-rounded values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 69.23 85.14 76.36 76.83 85.14 80.77 75.90 85.14 80.26 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 97.28 81.71 88.82 96.25 88.00 91.94 98.72 88.00 93.05 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 89.55 51.28 65.22 92.11 59.83 72.54 93.15 58.12 71.58 

Love Shack – B-52’s 95.68 95.68 95.68 97.10 96.40 96.75 97.84 97.84 97.84 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 97.46 100 98.71 98.29 100 99.14 99.14 100 99.57 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 99.19 99.19 99.19 99.18 98.37 98.78 98.79 99.19 98.99 

Russian National Anthem 49.54 38.57 43.37 49.12 40.00 44.09 50.48 37.86 43.27 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 85.29 75.82 80.28 89.78 80.39 84.83 85.61 77.78 81.51 

Our house – Madness 97.86 90.13 93.84 92.81 84.87 88.66 93.24 90.79 92.00 

Money – Pink Floyd 81.82 97.83 89.11 82.14 100 90.20 85.19 100 92.00 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 75.59 80.67 78.05 75.76 84.03 79.68 70.21 83.19 76.15 

Eurovision – Theme 53.33 62.75 57.66 64.29 70.59 67.29 56.90 64.71 60.55 

Michelle – The Beatles 75.37 99.02 85.59 83.61 100 91.07 82.26 100 90.27 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 82.02 93.59 87.43 89.88 96.80 93.21 86.78 96.80 91.52 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 97.50 91.41 94.36 100 92.19 95.94 97.56 93.75 95.62 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 100 79.07 88.31 99.72 81.63 89.77 100 81.40 89.74 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 79.03 89.91 84.12 82.44 99.08 90.00 85.04 99.08 91.53 

Sex and the City - Theme 99.53 81.23 89.45 99.12 86.21 92.21 100 85.06 91.93 

Ghostbusters - Theme 94.94 87.21 90.91 98.72 89.54 93.90 98.68 87.21 92.59 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 92.59 79.37 85.47 95.33 80.95 87.55 95.19 78.57 86.09 

Average 85.64 82.98 83.60 88.12 85.70 86.42 87.53 85.22 85.80 
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Highest F-measure 

The song that produced the F-measure with the highest simultaneous value for the three 

algorithms was Obladi Oblada – The Beatles. We give the plots for the first 20 seconds 

of the song in the figures below. The true onsets, represented by vertical dashed green 

lines, manifest a regular pattern which corresponds to drums and other instruments in the 

song. The different detection functions and their running averages also exhibit a regular 

pattern. 
 

 
Figure 8, Obladi Oblada by The Beatles. The proposed detection function, seen in blue, will have 

peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the running average function, seen in 

red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. The regularity of the true onsets corresponds to drums 

and other instruments in the track. The running average also manifests a regular pattern. 
 

 

Figure 9, Obladi Oblada by The Beatles. The detection function used for Bello’s et al. (2004) 

algorithm, seen in blue, will have peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the 

running average function, seen in red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. The regularity of the 

true onsets corresponds to drums and other instruments in the track, and is reflected by the 

detection function and the running average. 
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Figure 10, Obladi Oblada by The Beatles. The detection function used for Dixon’s (2006) 

algorithm, seen in blue, will have peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the 

running average function, seen in red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. The regularity of the 

true onsets corresponds to drums and other instruments in the track, and is reflected by the 

detection function and the running average. 

Lowest F-measure 

The song that produced the worst overall F-measure values, for all windows and 

algorithms was Russian National Anthem. We give the plots for the first 20 seconds of 

the song in the figures below. The song contains no drums, and the true onsets, 

represented by vertical dashed green lines, exhibit little regularity. It can be seen in  

Figure 11 that the proposed algorithm produces a noisy detection function with no evident 

proposed onsets. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show smoother curves and a greater 

correspondence of peaks with the true onsets. 
 

 
Figure 11, Russian National Anthem. The proposed detection function, seen in blue, will have 

peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the running average function, seen in 

red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. The detection function is noisy, and missed onsets and 

spurious ones are common. 
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Figure 12, Russian National Anthem. The detection function used for Bello’s et al. (2004) 

algorithm, seen in blue, will have peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the 

running average function, seen in red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. The detection function 

is relatively smooth. 
 

 
Figure 13, Russian National Anthem. The detection function used for Dixon’s (2006) algorithm, 

seen in blue, will have peaks selected as proposed onsets if their value exceeds the running 

average function, seen in red. Dashed green lines are true onsets. The detection function exhibits 

some noise, and missed onsets are common. 

Execution time 

The execution time of the proposed algorithm was roughly 38 seconds, while the 

implementations of the algorithms by Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) completed in 

about 14 seconds each. Analyzing a total playtime of 621 seconds, see Table 3, all three 

algorithms perform faster than real-time. 
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Feature combinations 
The detection functions of Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) given in equations (2.12) 

and (2.14) respectively, were executed three times using non-default settings – once using 

the amplitude estimation of the proposed algorithm found in equation (3.1) with the 

default STFT approach, once using the default amplitude estimation found in equation 

(3.2) with the non-default STFT approach described in Reduction under Method, and 

once with both the non-default amplitude estimation and the non-default STFT approach. 

Average results for these settings can be found in Table 8, Table 9, Table 10, Table 11, 

Table 12 and Table 13 below. Complete results per song and window function can be 

found in Table 17, Table 18, Table 19, Table 20, Table 21 and Table 22 in Appendix. 

In Table 8 we see the average results when the implementation of the algorithm by Bello 

et al. (2004) is executed with the amplitude estimation of the proposed algorithm. It can 

be seen that the Hamming window produce the highest values, higher than the default 

feature values found in Table 5, and that all windows have a better performance than the 

default features. We see precision values ranging from roughly 92 to 94.5 percent, and 

recall values roughly going from 80 to 81.5 percent. 
 

Table 8, Average results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by 

Bello et al. (2004), see equation (2.12), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the 

proposed algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the default STFT approach of the implementation of 

Bello et al. (2004), see Implementation under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 92.36 80.19 85.41 94.63 81.44 87.10 94.12 81.43 86.85 
 

In Table 9 and Table 10 below we see the average values produced when the STFT 

approach of the proposed algorithm is applied to the implementation of the algorithm by 

Bello et al. (2004) and it is executed with both its default amplitude estimation and the 

proposed one. We see recall values above 97 percent and precision values below 30 

percent. 
 

Table 9, Average results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by 

Bello et al. (2004), see equation (2.12), in combination with the default amplitude estimation, see 

equation (3.2), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 22.45 99.27 35.62 27.13 97.61 41.39 27.18 97.41 41.49 
 

Table 10, Average results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used 

by Bello et al. (2004), see equation (2.12), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the 

proposed algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see 

Reduction under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 22.76 99.48 35.99 27.77 98.39 42.18 27.65 97.74 42.04 
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In Table 11 we see the average results when the implementation of the algorithm by Dixon 

(2006) is executed with the amplitude estimation of the proposed algorithm. It can be seen 

that the Hamming window produces the highest values, although lower than what is 

produced using the default amplitude estimation for the algorithm. We see precision 

values ranging from roughly 91 to 94 percent, and recall values going from 80 to 81 

percent. 
 

Table 11, Average results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used 

by Dixon (2006), see equation (2.14), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the 

proposed algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the default STFT approach of the implementation of 

Dixon (2006), see Implementation under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 90.96 80.23 84.63 94.08 81.34 86.54 93.70 80.93 86.07 
 

In Table 12 and Table 13 below we see the average values produced when the STFT 

approach of the proposed algorithm is applied to the implementation of the algorithm by 

Dixon (2006) and it is executed with both its default amplitude estimation and the 

proposed one. We see recall values above 95 percent for all windows and both amplitude 

estimations, and precision values ranging from 25 to 30 percent. 
 

Table 12, Average results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used 

by Dixon (2006), see equation (2.14), in combination with the default amplitude estimation, see 

equation (3.2), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 25.64 98.42 39.63 30.41 95.62 45.03 30.42 95.65 45.16 
 

Table 13, Average results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used 

by Dixon (2006), see equation (2.14), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the 

proposed algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see 

Reduction under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 25.41 98.44 39.36 30.18 95.78 44.78 30.11 95.75 44.82 
 

The proposed algorithm’s detection function given in equation (3.9) was executed three 

times with non-default feature settings corresponding to the feature settings described 

above – once using the amplitude estimation of Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) given 

in equation (3.2) with the default STFT approach, once using the default amplitude 

estimation in equation (3.1) with the non-default STFT approach, described in 

Implementation under Method, and once using the non-default amplitude estimation with 

the non-default STFT approach. Average results for these settings can be found in  

Table 14, Table 15 and Table 16. Complete results per song and window function can be 

found in Table 23, Table 24 and Table 25 in Appendix.  
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In Table 14 we see the average values for the proposed algorithm when executed with the 

amplitude estimation of Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006). The results are lower than 

the default feature settings, with recall values ranging from 66 to 70 percent, and precision 

values exceeding 94 percent for all windows.  

Table 14, Average results for the proposed detection function constructed by the difference 

function in equation (3.9) in combination with the non-default amplitude estimation in equation 

(3.2), and the default STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 94.05 66.43 76.36 95.95 70.08 79.51 94.98 69.34 78.69 
 

In Table 15 and Table 16 below we see the average results for the proposed algorithm 

when executed with the STFT approach described in Implementation under Method, and 

executed with the default amplitude estimation and the one used by Bello et al. (2004) 

and Dixon (2006). Recall values lie above 97 percent for all windows for both amplitude 

estimations, and precision values hover around 50 percent. 
 

Table 15, Average results for the proposed detection function constructed by the difference 

function in equation (3.9) in combination with the default amplitude estimation in equation (3.1), 

and the non-default STFT approach of described in Implementation under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 49.17 97.77 63.14 53.39 98.02 66.77 52.95 97.83 66.38 
 

Table 16, Average results for the proposed detection function constructed by the difference 

function in equation (3.9) in combination with the non-default amplitude estimation in equation 

(3.2), and the non-default STFT approach of described in Implementation under Method. 

 Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Average 49.99 98.50 63.92 54.64 98.80 67.97 53.95 98.52 67.36 
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5. Discussion 
The project has taken longer to complete than first anticipated. From the first meeting 

with the supervisor to the completion of this report, some seven years have passed. Of 

course, these years have not been spent working on the project, but have led to the project 

suffering from possibly outdated material. When reading up on the subject and previous 

works, the Complex Domain approach to onset detection became the focal point of the 

project. Some thought was given to the ANN approach, but that was ultimately discarded. 

Had the project been started today, in 2017, ANNs would have been the approach of 

choice given their recent successes in MIREX. The proposed algorithm was conceived in 

the spring of 2012, and the report should be read with this in mind. The performance of 

the proposed algorithm places it somewhere in between the one by Dixon (2006) and the 

one by Bello et al. (2004), in some cases exceeding them both and in some cases 

performing more poorly. Observed issues, shortcomings and possible improvements will 

be treated in the following section. 

Algorithm 

Reduction 

The reduction stage consists in essence of an ordinary STFT for every octave, varying the 

window length to better suit the frequencies of the analyzed octave. As this idea is based 

on the CQT, a possible improvement would be to use the CQT in its entirety. A MATLAB 

toolbox for the CQT is supplied in the work by Klapuri & Schörkhuber (2010), and it 

would be interesting to see how the implementation of it affects the performance of the 

proposed algorithm. One could also use the CQT implementation provided by Blankertz 

(2001), which has the benefit of being easily read code. As the CQT is a time domain to 

frequency domain transformation, the remaining stages of the proposed algorithm could 

remain unaffected.  

In the reduction stage of the proposed algorithm, the assumption that we may choose 

window lengths that are shorter than what is given by Equation (1.11) may be flawed. 

The assumption is made based on a lack of interest in specific frequencies and an interest 

in faster execution of the algorithm. It is also assumed that the resulting spectral leakage 

will not affect the result adversely. This supposes that the spectral leakage will behave 

nicely, remaining steady for steady signals. The assumption can be avoided if the window 

and STFT lengths are increased.  

One must also consider the overlap between frames, as onsets are typically short events 

(Bello, et al., 2005). A large window for the lower frequencies requires a large overlap 

between frames to localize onsets, increasing the processing time of the algorithm. In the 

proposed algorithm, the hop length is taken as the length of the shortest window, to 

prevent data from not being covered in the uppermost octave, and used for all octaves to 

have them aligned in time. However, due to the window function’s nature, large portions 

of the signal are ignored for the highest octave. Consider Figure 14 on the next page. 
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Figure 14, Graph of two Hamming windows with 50% overlap. The window functions are 

virtually independent, and conversely the overlapping data has little influence on the resulting 

windowed function for the lower window function, shown here as a dotted line. If no overlap is 

used, the dotted line will have even less influence on the resulting windowed function, essentially 

discarding the data. 
 

According to Harris (1978), transforms taken with an overlap of 50 percent are essentially 

independent for good windows, i.e. the amount of common signal is negligible. Thus, a 

theoretically possible improvement would be to increase the width of the smallest window 

while keeping the hop length fixed, allowing for overlap in the highest octave. For the 

other octaves, the overlap already exceeds the 50 percent mark, being roughly 75 percent 

for the lower octaves and roughly 50 percent for the second highest octave. 

Detection function 

The detection function stage makes the assumption that the spectral leakage behaves 

nicely for the lower frequency ranges. If this were the case, it would allow the calculated 

target frame for each frequency bin to behave as expected, having a predictable phase and 

amplitude for each time frame. The detection function, in turn, would behave as expected, 

producing peaks where the target frame differs from the actual frame. If the spectral 

leakage components behave irregularly they will produce peaks in the detection function, 

deteriorating the detection function. The side-lobes of the window functions are of lower 

amplitude than the main lobe, possibly masking their effect on otherwise good results. As 

both Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) assume a steady state when calculating a target 

frame, the spectral leakage might be an explanation of the difference between the results 

of the three algorithms. If the spectral leakage fluctuates in amplitude, there is a 

possibility that the proposed algorithm will extrapolate a larger amplitude for the target 

frame, causing a spurious onset to be proposed. In the cases where the proposed algorithm 

will extrapolate a lower amplitude than the other two, they will also extrapolate a low 

amplitude. It does seem however, when running the algorithms with different features, 

that the amplitude estimation of the proposed algorithm adds some value to both the 

proposed algorithm and the one by Bello et al. (2004). As the estimated amplitude will 

exhibit large values for any successive large changes in frames, the decay immediately 

after an onset will possibly accentuate the onset. The numbers in Table 5 and Table 7 and 

the numbers in Table 8 and Table 14 suggests that the possibly detected offsets due to the 

amplitude estimation are fewer than the number of gained detected onsets. 
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Peak selection 

Considering the plots in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7, it can be seen that the plots for 

the detection functions by Bello et al. (2004) and Dixon (2006) are very similar in their 

overall shape, but the one by Bello et al. (2004) is exhibiting a higher average value. This 

is to be expected since they are adding negative change values, and Dixon is only using 

positive change values. In a given time interval, e.g. 10 s - 20 s, peaks lie in a smaller 

range of values for the algorithm by Bello et al. (2004) compared to both the one by Dixon 

(2006) and the proposed algorithm. The largest range of peak values is attributed to the 

proposed algorithm, as the general shape of the other two is not present there. The peak 

value range is reflected in the running average multiplier, being highest for the algorithm 

experiencing the largest differences in peak values, and lowest for the algorithm with the 

smallest variations in peak values. It was seen that by increasing the threshold for detected 

onsets, i.e. increasing the multiplier of the running average, a higher precision value was 

obtained from the proposed algorithm. With a lower threshold we are detecting more 

onsets, but also a higher number of spurious onsets. These spurious onsets may in fact be 

offsets, as stated by Dixon (2006). When constructing the frame-by-frame detection 

function CD in equation (3.15), we let every local maximum of ∆𝐶𝐷𝑂 within 50 ms absorb 

subsequent negative values. If a low but nonetheless maximum value would be followed 

by large negative values, it would most likely appear as a proposed onset in this case. A 

possible improvement would be to introduce a thresholding value, discarding low local 

maxima from the peak picking stage. 

Extreme F-measure 
The highest and lowest F-measure values are most likely due to the instrumentation of 

the songs. In the case of Obladi Oblada – The Beatles, there is a steady drumbeat playing 

throughout the song, and other instruments’ onsets are coinciding with those of the 

drumbeat. As the drums produce inherently short sounds, the target frame will exhibit 

large differences due to the unstable nature of the sound, producing peaks at the time of 

the drumbeat. In the case of Russian National Anthem, there is no drumbeat and no silence 

in the song. The song exhibits a stable behavior in the sound, which causes the algorithm 

to make target frames that are close to the actual frame, in turn producing a noisy detection 

function due to the small differences that are although present in the target frames. 

Feature importance 
When running the three algorithms using all combinations of features, it was found that 

all combinations produced F-measures that were lower than what was produced when 

using the default features of the algorithms, except in the case of Bello et al. (2004) and 

the amplitude estimation of the proposed algorithm. This caused the Hamming window 

to become the algorithm’s best window, increasing the F-measure by 2 percent compared 

to the default feature value of the Hann window, due to a higher recall value. In all other 

cases we see lower results, likely due to the peak selection function not being tuned to 

these feature combinations. The peak selection function was manually calibrated to the 

default features of the algorithms, and likely does not translate well to other feature 

combinations. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this project the necessary theoretical background for sound onset detection was treated, 

an algorithm for onset detection developed and the performance of three algorithms 

presented and compared. The proposed algorithm compared to its predecessors produced 

results of similar performance. The project’s aim of improving existing algorithms was 

not entirely achieved, but possible improvements to the proposed algorithm exist and are 

presented in the discussion. To perform the project a thorough analysis of the Fourier 

Transform, the Discrete Fourier Transform and the concept of windowing a signal were 

required. The investigation of previous works in the field and related fields, e.g. human 

hearing, and the resultant review of the most commonly used theories could serve as an 

introductory guide for future students on the subject. 
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8. Appendix 

Feature combinations 
Table 17, Results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by Bello 

et al. (2004), see equation (2.12), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the proposed 

algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the default STFT approach of the implementation of Bello et 

al. (2004), see Implementation under Method. The results are specified per song and window 

type. Boldfaced values are maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 88.57 83.78 86.11 96.97 86.49 91.43 92.65 85.14 88.73 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 99.34 86.29 92.36 100 86.86 92.97 100 86.86 92.97 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 94.74 46.15 62.07 96.43 46.15 62.43 96.30 44.44 60.82 

Love Shack – B-52’s 100 96.40 98.17 100 95.68 97.79 100 95.68 97.79 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 100 77.39 87.26 100 78.26 87.81 100 77.39 87.26 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 99.58 95.53 97.51 99.59 99.19 99.39 99.59 98.37 98.98 

Russian National Anthem 43.59 36.43 39.69 54.87 44.29 49.01 51.79 41.43 46.03 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 85.00 66.67 74.73 89.26 70.59 78.83 89.34 71.24 79.27 

Our house – Madness 97.12 88.82 92.78 99.25 87.50 93.01 98.52 87.50 92.68 

Money – Pink Floyd 92.50 80.44 86.05 97.50 84.78 90.70 97.50 84.78 90.70 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 95.00 79.83 86.76 97.03 82.35 89.09 95.15 82.35 88.29 

Eurovision – Theme 69.23 70.59 69.90 72.34 66.67 69.39 73.47 70.59 72.00 

Michelle – The Beatles 98.08 100 99.03 99.03 100 99.51 99.03 100 99.51 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 96.48 87.82 91.95 97.20 89.10 92.98 97.20 89.10 92.98 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 96.26 80.47 87.66 99.08 84.38 91.14 99.08 84.38 91.14 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 100 96.28 98.10 100 96.05 97.98 100 96.28 98.10 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 100 96.33 98.13 100 98.17 99.07 100 98.17 99.07 

Sex and the City - Theme 99.50 76.63 86.58 99.50 75.48 85.84 99.51 77.01 86.83 

Ghostbusters - Theme 97.26 82.56 89.31 98.59 81.40 89.17 97.26 82.56 89.31 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 95.00 75.40 84.07 95.96 75.40 84.44 95.96 75.40 84.44 

Average 92.36 80.19 85.41 94.63 81.44 87.10 94.12 81.43 86.85 
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Table 18, Results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by Bello 

et al. (2004), see equation (2.12), in combination with the default amplitude estimation, see 

equation (3.2), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction under Method. 

The results are specified per song and window type. Boldfaced values are maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 11.76 98.65 21.01 15.18 91.89 26.05 17.03 94.60 28.87 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 26.81 99.43 42.23 32.60 93.71 48.38 33.87 96.57 50.15 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 30.53 99.15 46.68 35.00 95.73 51.26 35.09 96.58 51.48 

Love Shack – B-52’s 20.62 100 34.19 25.79 100 41.00 24.30 100 39.10 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 21.43 99.13 35.24 25.75 97.39 40.73 25.40 97.39 40.29 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 32.45 99.19 48.90 38.85 99.19 55.84 38.52 99.59 55.56 

Russian National Anthem 12.23 97.86 21.75 15.22 92.86 26.16 14.06 88.57 24.27 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 24.01 99.35 38.68 28.96 98.04 44.71 28.27 96.08 43.69 

Our house – Madness 22.19 100 36.32 26.31 99.34 41.60 26.57 100 41.99 

Money – Pink Floyd 10.41 100 18.85 13.94 100 24.47 14.19 95.65 24.72 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 15.14 100 26.30 17.87 95.80 30.12 18.17 94.96 30.50 

Eurovision – Theme 14.04 96.08 24.50 17.67 98.04 29.94 16.89 100 28.90 

Michelle – The Beatles 10.59 100 19.16 13.84 100 24.32 14.19 99.02 24.82 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 17.11 100 29.21 24.88 100 39.85 25.85 97.44 40.86 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 24.23 97.66 38.82 29.00 97.66 44.72 29.81 99.22 45.85 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 44.41 99.77 61.46 50.60 98.61 66.88 49.65 98.61 66.04 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 14.40 100 25.17 18.27 99.08 30.86 18.39 98.17 30.97 

Sex and the City - Theme 44.73 99.23 61.67 51.29 98.85 67.54 50.99 98.85 67.28 

Ghostbusters - Theme 22.75 100 37.07 27.63 97.67 43.08 28.09 97.67 43.64 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 29.23 100 45.24 33.88 98.41 50.41 34.25 99.21 50.92 

Average 22.45 99.27 35.62 27.13 97.61 41.39 27.18 97.41 41.49 
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Table 19, Results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by Bello 

et al. (2004), see equation (2.12), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the proposed 

algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction 

under Method. The results are specified per song and window type. Boldfaced values are 

maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 11.77 100 21.05 15.73 94.60 26.98 17.37 94.60 29.35 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 26.97 100 42.48 33.40 96.57 49.63 34.06 97.71 50.52 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 30.79 100 47.08 35.31 96.58 51.72 34.86 97.44 51.35 

Love Shack – B-52’s 20.87 100 34.53 25.74 100 40.94 24.87 100 39.83 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 22.18 99.13 36.25 26.35 97.39 41.48 26.60 97.39 41.79 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 33.38 99.59 50.00 40.93 100 58.09 39.74 100 56.88 

Russian National Anthem 12.24 97.86 21.76 15.12 92.14 25.98 15.09 93.57 25.99 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 24.17 99.35 38.88 29.52 99.35 45.51 28.49 96.08 43.95 

Our house – Madness 22.45 100 36.67 27.59 100 43.24 27.39 100 43.00 

Money – Pink Floyd 10.41 100 18.85 13.76 97.83 24.13 14.38 95.65 25.00 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 15.14 100 26.30 18.41 99.16 31.05 17.81 94.12 29.95 

Eurovision – Theme 14.00 96.08 24.44 17.61 98.04 29.85 17.01 98.04 28.99 

Michelle – The Beatles 10.45 100 18.92 13.77 100 24.20 13.78 99.02 24.19 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 17.26 100 29.43 25.08 100 40.10 25.93 98.72 41.07 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 24.66 100 39.57 29.60 99.22 45.60 29.77 100 45.88 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 46.23 99.77 63.18 53.97 99.54 69.99 52.46 99.30 68.65 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 14.40 99.08 25.15 18.42 98.17 31.01 18.23 96.33 30.66 

Sex and the City - Theme 45.30 99.62 62.28 51.70 99.23 67.98 51.72 98.08 67.73 

Ghostbusters - Theme 23.18 100 37.64 28.57 100 44.44 28.72 98.84 44.50 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 29.34 99.21 45.29 34.81 100 51.64 34.81 100 51.64 

Average 22.76 99.48 35.99 27.77 98.39 42.18 27.65 97.74 42.04 
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Table 20, Results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by Dixon 

(2006), see equation (2.14), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the proposed 

algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the default STFT approach of the implementation of Dixon 

(2006), see Implementation under Method. The results are specified per song and window type. 

Boldfaced values are maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 83.33 81.08 82.19 82.67 83.78 83.22 83.78 83.78 83.78 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 100 86.86 92.97 100 89.14 94.26 100 87.43 93.29 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 98.18 46.15 62.79 98.04 42.74 59.52 100 40.17 57.32 

Love Shack – B-52’s 100 96.40 98.17 100 94.96 97.42 100 95.68 97.79 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 100 93.04 96.40 100 95.65 97.78 100 93.91 96.86 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 99.60 100 99.80 99.60 100 99.80 99.60 100 99.80 

Russian National Anthem 45.46 28.57 35.09 65.33 35.00 45.58 64.94 35.71 46.08 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 86.89 69.28 77.09 88.10 72.55 79.57 86.82 73.20 79.43 

Our house – Madness 98.04 98.68 98.36 99.32 96.71 98.00 99.33 98.03 98.68 

Money – Pink Floyd 97.67 91.30 94.38 100 91.30 95.46 100 91.30 95.46 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 97.03 82.35 89.09 97.00 81.51 88.58 95.10 81.51 87.78 

Eurovision – Theme 54.35 49.02 51.55 69.05 56.86 62.37 65.85 52.94 58.70 

Michelle – The Beatles 87.18 100 93.15 97.14 100 98.55 93.58 100 96.68 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 89.17 89.74 89.46 93.29 89.10 91.15 93.88 88.46 91.09 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 95.41 81.25 87.76 99.06 82.03 89.74 98.17 83.59 90.30 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 100 87.44 93.30 100 86.98 93.04 100 87.21 93.17 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 92.59 91.74 92.17 98.13 96.33 97.22 98.08 93.58 95.78 

Sex and the City - Theme 99.01 76.63 86.39 99.52 79.69 88.51 99.52 79.31 88.27 

Ghostbusters - Theme 98.67 86.05 91.93 98.61 82.56 89.87 98.63 83.72 90.57 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 96.67 69.05 80.56 96.70 69.84 81.11 96.67 69.05 80.56 

Average 90.96 80.23 84.63 94.08 81.34 86.54 93.70 80.93 86.07 
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Table 21, Results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by Dixon 

(2006), see equation (2.14), in combination with the default amplitude estimation, see equation 

(3.2), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction under Method. The results 

are specified per song and window type. Boldfaced values are maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 15.07 100 26.20 18.78 95.95 31.42 20.29 93.24 33.33 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 31.22 98.29 47.38 39.68 98.86 56.63 38.33 99.43 55.33 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 34.03 97.44 50.44 35.81 90.60 51.33 36.55 94.02 52.63 

Love Shack – B-52’s 22.71 100 37.02 27.82 99.28 43.47 27.10 100 42.64 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 25.61 100 40.78 31.58 99.13 47.90 32.30 100 48.83 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 37.67 100 54.73 45.56 100 62.60 44.53 99.19 61.46 

Russian National Anthem 14.44 88.57 24.83 16.04 73.57 26.34 16.20 73.57 26.55 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 27.79 99.35 43.43 33.94 98.04 50.42 33.56 97.39 49.92 

Our house – Madness 25.38 100 40.48 30.14 99.34 46.25 28.46 100 44.32 

Money – Pink Floyd 11.74 100 21.01 14.51 100 25.34 16.61 100 28.48 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 18.41 99.16 31.05 20.32 95.80 33.53 21.55 93.28 35.02 

Eurovision – Theme 17.24 88.24 28.85 18.84 76.47 30.23 17.89 76.47 29.00 

Michelle – The Beatles 12.04 100 21.50 15.29 100 26.53 15.86 100 27.38 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 19.95 100 33.26 29.62 98.72 45.56 29.29 97.44 45.04 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 26.89 100 42.38 30.98 99.22 47.21 31.22 100 47.58 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 49.31 99.77 66.00 55.35 97.44 70.60 54.31 96.74 69.57 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 16.77 99.08 28.69 21.46 100 35.33 21.12 100 34.88 

Sex and the City - Theme 48.95 98.47 65.39 54.19 94.25 68.81 54.98 97.32 70.26 

Ghostbusters - Theme 25.29 100 40.38 31.48 98.84 47.75 31.37 98.84 47.62 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 32.31 100 48.84 36.75 96.83 53.28 36.89 96.03 53.30 

Average 25.64 98.42 39.63 30.41 95.62 45.03 30.42 95.65 45.16 
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Table 22, Results for the detection function constructed by the difference function used by Dixon 

(2006), see equation (2.14), in combination with the amplitude estimation of the proposed 

algorithm, see equation (3.1), and the STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction 

under Method. The results are specified per song and window type. Boldfaced values are 

maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 14.78 98.65 25.70 18.85 97.30 31.58 19.89 93.24 32.78 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 31.16 98.29 47.32 38.86 97.71 55.61 38.55 100 55.64 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 33.23 95.73 49.34 35.91 91.45 51.57 36.42 94.02 52.51 

Love Shack – B-52’s 22.31 100 36.48 27.66 99.28 43.26 26.33 100 41.68 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 25.11 100 40.14 31.25 100 47.62 31.42 100 47.82 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 36.99 100 54.01 45.56 100 62.60 44.65 100 61.73 

Russian National Anthem 14.48 90.00 24.95 16.04 73.57 26.34 16.16 72.14 26.41 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 27.52 100 43.16 33.86 98.04 50.34 32.97 97.39 49.26 

Our house – Madness 25.21 100 40.27 29.15 99.34 45.08 28.25 100 44.06 

Money – Pink Floyd 11.65 100 20.86 14.47 100 25.28 15.41 97.83 26.63 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 18.38 99.16 31.01 20.75 97.48 34.22 21.17 94.12 34.57 

Eurovision – Theme 17.16 90.20 28.84 19.02 76.47 30.47 18.89 80.39 30.60 

Michelle – The Beatles 11.92 100 21.29 14.89 100 25.92 15.81 99.02 27.26 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 19.72 100 32.95 29.17 98.72 45.03 28.68 97.44 44.32 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 26.95 100 42.45 31.45 100 47.85 32.24 100 48.76 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 49.54 100 66.26 55.79 97.44 70.96 54.50 97.21 69.84 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 16.88 99.08 28.84 21.58 100 35.51 21.04 100 34.77 

Sex and the City - Theme 47.58 97.70 63.99 52.92 93.87 67.68 52.62 96.17 68.02 

Ghostbusters - Theme 25.22 100 40.28 30.14 98.84 46.20 30.28 100 46.49 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 32.47 100 49.03 36.23 96.03 52.61 36.89 96.03 53.30 

Average 25.41 98.44 39.36 30.18 95.78 44.78 30.11 95.75 44.82 
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Table 23, Results for the proposed detection function constructed by the difference function in 

equation (3.9) in combination with the non-default amplitude estimation in equation (3.2), and 

the default STFT approach of the proposed algorithm, see Reduction under Method. The results 

are specified per song and window type. Boldfaced values are maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 94.34 67.57 78.74 90.48 77.03 83.21 90.32 75.68 82.35 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 99.01 57.14 72.46 99.12 64.00 77.78 99.09 62.29 76.49 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 97.56 34.19 50.63 100 37.61 54.66 97.62 35.04 51.57 

Love Shack – B-52’s 100 76.98 86.99 99.12 80.58 88.89 99.14 82.73 90.20 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 100 98.26 99.12 100 98.26 99.12 100 98.26 99.12 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 99.55 89.43 94.22 99.53 86.18 92.38 99.54 86.99 92.84 

Russian National Anthem 67.86 13.57 22.62 77.78 20.00 31.82 73.33 15.71 25.88 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 86.67 59.48 70.54 89.82 63.40 74.33 90.91 65.36 76.05 

Our house – Madness 98.21 72.37 83.33 100 71.05 83.08 100 69.74 82.17 

Money – Pink Floyd 97.78 95.65 96.70 100 95.65 97.78 97.73 93.48 95.56 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 94.19 68.07 79.02 91.95 67.23 77.67 94.05 66.39 77.83 

Eurovision – Theme 63.64 27.45 38.36 90.91 39.22 54.80 73.08 37.26 49.35 

Michelle – The Beatles 95.05 94.12 94.58 96.15 98.04 97.09 99.02 99.02 99.02 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 95.97 76.28 85.00 93.84 87.82 90.73 94.37 85.90 89.93 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 100 64.06 78.10 100 64.06 78.10 100 63.28 77.51 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 100 71.86 83.63 100 71.86 83.63 100 71.16 83.15 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 91.78 61.47 73.63 91.95 73.39 81.63 92.86 71.56 80.83 

Sex and the City - Theme 99.40 63.22 77.28 100 66.67 80.00 100 65.90 79.45 

Ghostbusters - Theme 100 77.91 87.58 98.46 74.42 84.77 98.51 76.74 86.28 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 100 59.52 74.63 100 65.08 78.85 100 64.29 78.26 

Average 94.05 66.43 76.36 95.95 70.08 79.51 94.98 69.34 78.69 
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Table 24, Results for the proposed detection function constructed by the difference function in 

equation (3.9) in combination with the default amplitude estimation in equation (3.1), and the 

non-default STFT approach of described in Implementation under Method. The results are 

specified per song and window type. Boldfaced values are maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 24.25 98.65 38.93 25.69 100 40.88 25.17 98.65 40.11 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 61.40 100 76.09 65.30 100 79.01 65.79 100 79.37 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 60.42 99.15 75.08 62.30 97.44 76.00 61.29 97.44 75.25 

Love Shack – B-52’s 58.40 100 73.74 67.81 100 80.81 66.51 100 79.89 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 59.59 100 74.68 66.86 100 80.14 66.09 100 79.59 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 78.59 100 88.01 83.67 100 91.11 82.55 100 90.44 

Russian National Anthem 22.61 96.43 36.64 25.23 98.57 40.18 24.16 97.14 38.69 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 45.51 96.08 61.77 47.73 96.08 63.77 46.69 96.73 62.98 

Our house – Madness 62.81 100 77.16 71.70 100 83.52 70.37 100 82.61 

Money – Pink Floyd 27.61 97.83 43.06 36.89 97.83 53.57 37.10 100 54.12 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 31.57 100 47.98 33.90 100 50.64 33.90 100 50.64 

Eurovision – Theme 27.10 82.35 40.78 27.74 84.31 41.75 26.97 80.39 40.39 

Michelle – The Beatles 21.66 100 35.60 24.23 100 39.01 24.29 100 39.08 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 35.15 99.36 51.93 39.80 100 56.93 39.24 99.36 56.26 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 60.19 99.22 74.93 64.32 100 78.29 64.65 100 78.53 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 81.89 92.56 86.90 83.48 90.47 86.83 82.94 90.47 86.54 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 30.88 100 47.19 32.34 100 48.88 32.06 100 48.55 

Sex and the City - Theme 76.13 96.55 85.14 79.81 98.47 88.17 80.06 98.47 88.32 

Ghostbusters - Theme 55.92 98.84 71.43 62.96 98.84 76.92 62.96 98.84 76.92 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 61.69 98.41 75.84 65.96 98.41 78.98 66.14 99.21 79.37 

Average 49.17 97.77 63.14 53.39 98.02 66.77 52.95 97.83 66.38 
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Table 25, Results for the proposed detection function constructed by the difference function in 

equation (3.9) in combination with the non-default amplitude estimation in equation (3.2), and 

the non-default STFT approach of described in Implementation under Method. The results are 

specified per song and window type. Boldfaced values are maximum values. 

Song Blackman-Harris [%] Hamming [%] Hann [%] 

 P R F P R F P R F 

Escucha atento – Pausini 23.49 100 38.05 25.09 100 40.11 25.26 100 40.33 

Fall behind me – The 

Donnas 62.72 100 77.09 67.83 100 80.83 67.18 99.43 80.18 

I treni di Tozeur - Franco 

Battiato & Alice 61.70 99.15 76.07 63.89 98.29 77.44 63.69 97.44 77.03 

Love Shack – B-52’s 57.44 100 72.97 67.15 100 80.35 65.26 100 78.98 

Summer holiday – Cliff 

Richard 60.85 100 75.66 69.51 99.13 81.72 66.86 100 80.14 

Obladi Oblada – The 

Beatles 83.39 100 90.94 87.54 100 93.36 85.12 100 91.96 

Russian National Anthem 21.78 94.29 35.39 23.95 97.86 38.48 23.58 97.86 38.00 

L’italiano – Toto Cutugno 48.05 96.73 64.21 50.69 96.73 66.52 51.03 96.73 66.82 

Our house – Madness 66.67 100 80.00 72.38 100 83.98 70.70 100 82.83 

Money – Pink Floyd 26.90 100 42.40 37.19 97.83 53.89 34.62 97.83 51.14 

Here comes the sun – The 

Beatles 32.96 100 49.58 36.39 100 53.36 35.84 100 52.77 

Eurovision – Theme 27.75 94.12 42.86 30.86 98.04 46.95 30.19 94.12 45.71 

Michelle – The Beatles 22.72 100 37.02 27.13 100 42.68 26.56 100 41.98 

Never too far – Mariah 

Carey 36.69 98.08 53.40 41.44 99.36 58.49 41.44 99.36 58.49 

Mambo italiano – 

Rosemary Clooney 61.46 98.44 75.68 67.37 100 80.50 67.37 100 80.50 

You take my breath away – 

The Knife 80.04 92.33 85.75 85.71 90.70 88.14 84.97 90.70 87.74 

We are the Champions – 

Queen 32.93 100 49.55 35.16 100 52.03 34.49 100 51.29 

Sex and the City - Theme 78.46 97.70 87.03 82.22 99.23 89.93 82.17 98.85 89.74 

Ghostbusters - Theme 56.95 100 72.57 61.59 98.84 75.89 62.04 98.84 76.23 

The Final Countdown – 

Europe 56.82 99.21 72.25 59.72 100 74.78 60.68 99.21 75.30 

Average 49.99 98.50 63.92 54.64 98.80 67.97 53.95 98.52 67.36 
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Code 
Upon putting all code in files in the same directory, the algorithms are executed by 

running main.m. A folder named Results must also be placed in the directory. 

MATLAB scripts 

Script i main.m 

%Perform the analysis 

 

clear; 

windowType = 'hamming'; %The type of window function 

run; 

 

clear; 

windowType = 'hann'; 

run; 

 

clear; 

windowType = 'blackmanharris'; 

run; 
 

Script ii run.m 

%Run the algorithms for all songs 

 

initResults; 

 

path = '/afs/kth.se/home/n/i/nilsef/Exjobb/Songs/'; 

 

songs = getSongList(); 

 

for i = 1:length(songs) 

 fileName = deblank(char(songs(i))); 

 doRun; 

end 

 

writeResultFiles; 
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Script iii initResults.m 

%Initiate result matrices 

 

projP = [];  %Matrix for P-values for the project's version 

projR = [];  %Matrix for R-values for the project's version 

projF = [];  %Matrix for F-values for the project's version 

belloP = []; %Matrix for P-values for Bello's version 

belloR = []; %Matrix for R-values for Bello's version 

belloF = []; %Matrix for F-values for Bello's version 

dixonP = []; %Matrix for P-values for Dixon's version 

dixonR = []; %Matrix for R-values for Dixon's version 

dixonF = []; %Matrix for F-values for Dixon's version 

 

%Project's detection function, Bellos's STFT, Project's amplitude 

Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P = []; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R = []; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F = []; 

%Project's detection function, Bellos's STFT, Bello's amplitude 

Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_P = []; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_R = []; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_F = []; 

%Project's detection function, Project's STFT, Project's amplitude 

Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P = []; 

Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R = []; 

Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F = []; 

%Bello's detection function, Bellos's STFT, Project's amplitude 

Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P = []; 

Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R = []; 

Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F = []; 

%Bello's detection function, Project's STFT, Bello's amplitude 

Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P = []; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R = []; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F = []; 

%Bello's detection function, Project's STFT, Project's amplitude 

Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P = []; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R = []; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F = []; 

%Dixon's detection function, Bellos's STFT, Project's amplitude 

Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P = []; 

Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R = []; 

Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F = []; 

%Dixon's detection function, Project's STFT, Bello's amplitude 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P = []; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R = []; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F = []; 

%Dixon's detection function, Project's STFT, Project's amplitude 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P = []; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R = []; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F = []; 
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Script iv doRun.m 

%Run file 

settings; 

[wave, fs] = readWaveFile(strcat(fileName, '.wav'), path); 

trueOnsets = readLabFile(strcat(fileName, '.lab'), path); 

duration = length(wave) / fs; 

if strcmp(executeCombinations, 'on') 

 %Run algorithms with different settings 

 runCombinations; 

else 

 %Project's approach 

 runProject; 

 %Bello's and Dixon's approaches 

 runBello; 

 runDixon; 

end 
 

Script v settings.m 

%Settings 

 

lowerOctave = 3;    %The lowest octave used in the analysis 

upperOctave = 8;    %Used to calculate hopLength if no hopLength 

is assigned 

 

M3 = 2047;      %The window lengths for the different octaves. 

Has to be odd numbers 

M4 = 2047; 

M5 = 2047; 

M6 = 1703; 

M7 = 1511; 

M8 = 1301; 

M9 = 611; 

 

fftLength = 2048;    %The FFT length, a power of 2 

windowLong = M3;    %The largest window used. Decides where the 

FFT analysis starts 

hopLength = M9;     %The hop length for the STFT 

belloHopLength = 1024;   %The hop length used by Bello's and Dixon's 

approach 

belloWindowLength = 2047;  %The window length used by Bello's and Dixon's 

approach 

 

keepHighFrequencies = 'off'; %Set whether to include frequencies above the 

octave or not. 'on' or 'off' 

amplitudeVersion = 'proj';  %Set the target frame amplitude calculation. 

'Bello' or 'proj' 

timeSpan = 0.05;    %The time window used in detectionFunctionPost 

averageSpan = 0.3;    %The time window for the running average 

function used in peakPicking 

projMultiplier = 3;    %Multiply the running average for the 

project's version 

belloMultiplier = 1.25;   %Multiply the running average for Bello's 

version 

dixonMultiplier = 1.5;   %Multiply the running average for Dixon's 

version 

 

executeCombinations = 'on';  %Execute the runCombination script 

belloExecuted = 'false';  %Has the algorithm by Bello been executed? 
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Script vi runProject.m 

%Run the project's algorithm 

 

initiate; 

reduction; 

detection; 

evaluation; 

 

Script vii initiate.m 

%Initiate 

 

[startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, windowLong] = initFFT(wave, fs, 

windowType, lowerOctave, upperOctave, hopLength, windowLong); 

 

Script viii reduction.m 

%Perform the reduction stage of the project 

 

[S3, t3] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, 3, startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, 

windowType, M3, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength); 

[S4, t4] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, 4, startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, 

windowType, M4, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength); 

[S5, t5] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, 5, startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, 

windowType, M5, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength); 

[S6, t6] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, 6, startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, 

windowType, M6, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength); 

[S7, t7] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, 7, startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, 

windowType, M7, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength); 

[S8, t8] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, 8, startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, 

windowType, M8, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength); 

[S9, t9] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, 9, startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, 

windowType, M9, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength); 

 

Script ix detection.m 

%Perform the detection function stage 

 

[p3, n3] = detectionFunction(S3, amplitudeVersion); 

[p4, n4] = detectionFunction(S4, amplitudeVersion); 

[p5, n5] = detectionFunction(S5, amplitudeVersion); 

[p6, n6] = detectionFunction(S6, amplitudeVersion); 

[p7, n7] = detectionFunction(S7, amplitudeVersion); 

[p8, n8] = detectionFunction(S8, amplitudeVersion); 

[p9, n9] = detectionFunction(S9, amplitudeVersion); 

 

peaks3 = detectionFunctionPost(p3, n3, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks4 = detectionFunctionPost(p4, n4, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks5 = detectionFunctionPost(p5, n5, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks6 = detectionFunctionPost(p6, n6, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks7 = detectionFunctionPost(p7, n7, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks8 = detectionFunctionPost(p8, n8, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks9 = detectionFunctionPost(p9, n9, timeSpan, duration); 

 

peaks = peaks3 + peaks4 + peaks5 + peaks6 + peaks7 + peaks8 + peaks9; 

%Normalize 

peaks = peaks / max(peaks); 
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Script x evaluation.m 

%Evaluate the algorithm 

 

onsets = peakPicking(peaks, averageSpan, timeSpan, duration, projMultiplier); 

 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t9); 

 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

projP = [P; projP]; 

projR = [R; projR]; 

projF = [F; projF]; 

 

Script xi runBello.m 

%Run the algorithm's by Bello 

 

[startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, windowLong] = initFFT(wave, fs, 

windowType, lowerOctave, upperOctave, belloHopLength, belloWindowLength); 

[S_Bello, t_Bello] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, lowerOctave, startFrame, 

noOfFrames, hopLength, windowType, belloWindowLength, 'on', fftLength); 

[p_Bello, n_Bello] = detectionFunction(S_Bello, 'Bello'); 

 

CD_Bello = sum(p_Bello) + sum(n_Bello); 

 

onsets = peakPicking(CD_Bello, averageSpan, timeSpan, duration, 

belloMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t_Bello); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

belloP = [P; belloP]; 

belloR = [R; belloR]; 

belloF = [F; belloF]; 

 

belloExecuted = 'true'; 
 

Script xii runDixon.m 

%Get the value used by Dixon calculated in runBello 

 

if strcmp(belloExecuted, 'false') 

 [startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, windowLong] = initFFT(wave, fs, 

windowType, lowerOctave, upperOctave, belloHopLength, belloWindowLength); 

 [S_Bello, t_Bello] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, lowerOctave, startFrame, 

noOfFrames, hopLength, windowType, belloWindowLength, 'on', fftLength); 

 [p_Bello, n_Bello] = detectionFunction(S_Bello, 'Bello'); 

end 

 

CD_Dixon = sum(p_Bello); 

 

onsets = peakPicking(CD_Dixon, averageSpan, timeSpan, duration, 

dixonMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t_Bello); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

dixonP = [P; dixonP]; 

dixonR = [R; dixonR]; 

dixonF = [F; dixonF];   
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Script xiii runCombinations.m 

%Run combinations of the different algorithms 

%------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Bello's and Dixon's STFT with project's amplitude version 

 

[startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, windowLong] = initFFT(wave, fs, 

windowType, lowerOctave, upperOctave, belloHopLength, 

belloWindowLength); 

[S_BelloSTFT, t_BelloSTFT] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, lowerOctave, 

startFrame, noOfFrames, hopLength, windowType, belloWindowLength, 'on', 

fftLength); 

[p_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp, n_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp] = 

detectionFunction(S_BelloSTFT, 'project'); 

 

Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp = sum(p_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp) - 

sum(n_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp); 

Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp = sum(p_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp) + 

sum(n_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp); 

Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp = sum(p_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp); 

 

onsets = peakPicking(Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, projMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t_BelloSTFT); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P = [P; Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P]; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R = [R; Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R]; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F = [F; Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F]; 

 

onsets = peakPicking(Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, belloMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t_BelloSTFT); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P = [P; Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P]; 

Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R = [R; Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R]; 

Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F = [F; Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F]; 

 

onsets = peakPicking(Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, dixonMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t_BelloSTFT); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P = [P; Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P]; 

Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R = [R; Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R]; 

Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F = [F; Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F]; 

%------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

%------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Bello's and Dixon's STFT with Bello's amplitude version 
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[p_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp, n_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp] = 

detectionFunction(S_BelloSTFT, 'Bello'); 

Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp = sum(p_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp) - 

sum(n_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp); 

 

onsets = peakPicking(Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, belloMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t_BelloSTFT); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_P = [P; Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_P]; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_R = [R; Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_R]; 

Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_F = [F; Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_F]; 

%------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

%------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Project's STFT with Bello's amplitude version 

initiate; 

reduction; 

 

[p3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, n3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp] = detectionFunction(S3, 

'Bello'); 

[p4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, n4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp] = detectionFunction(S4, 

'Bello'); 

[p5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, n5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp] = detectionFunction(S5, 

'Bello'); 

[p6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, n6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp] = detectionFunction(S6, 

'Bello'); 

[p7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, n7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp] = detectionFunction(S7, 

'Bello'); 

[p8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, n8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp] = detectionFunction(S8, 

'Bello'); 

[p9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, n9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp] = detectionFunction(S9, 

'Bello'); 

pTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = ... 

 sum(p3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(p3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(p4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(p4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(p5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(p5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(p6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(p6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(p7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(p7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(p8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(p8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(p9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(p9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp); 

pTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = pTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp / 

max(pTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp); 

nTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = ... 

 sum(n3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(n3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(n4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(n4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(n5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(n5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(n6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(n6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(n7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(n7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 

 sum(n8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(n8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) + ... 
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 sum(n9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp) ./ max(n9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp); 

nTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = nTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp / 

max(nTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp); 

 

peaks3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = detectionFunctionPost(p3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, 

n3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = detectionFunctionPost(p4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, 

n4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = detectionFunctionPost(p5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, 

n5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = detectionFunctionPost(p6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, 

n6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = detectionFunctionPost(p7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, 

n7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = detectionFunctionPost(p8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, 

n8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, timeSpan, duration); 

peaks9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = detectionFunctionPost(p9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, 

n9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, timeSpan, duration); 

 

peaks_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = ... 

 peaks3_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp + ... 

 peaks4_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp + ... 

 peaks5_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp + ... 

 peaks6_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp + ... 

 peaks7_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp + ... 

 peaks8_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp + ... 

 peaks9_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp; 

peaks_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = peaks_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp / 

max(peaks_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp); 

 

onsets = peakPicking(peaks_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, projMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t9); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P = [P; Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P]; 

Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R = [R; Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R]; 

Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F = [F; Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F]; 

 

Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = pTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp + 

nTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp; 

onsets = peakPicking(Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, belloMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t9); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P = [P; Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P]; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R = [R; Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R]; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F = [F; Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F]; 

 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp = pTot_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp; 
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onsets = peakPicking(Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, dixonMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t9); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P = [P; Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P]; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R = [R; Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R]; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F = [F; Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F]; 

%------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

%Project's STFT with project's amplitude version 

 

[p3_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, n3_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp] = detectionFunction(S3, 

'proj'); 

[p4_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, n4_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp] = detectionFunction(S4, 

'proj'); 

[p5_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, n5_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp] = detectionFunction(S5, 

'proj'); 

[p6_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, n6_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp] = detectionFunction(S6, 

'proj'); 

[p7_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, n7_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp] = detectionFunction(S7, 

'proj'); 

[p8_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, n8_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp] = detectionFunction(S8, 

'proj'); 

[p9_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, n9_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp] = detectionFunction(S9, 

'proj'); 

pTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp = ... 

 sum(p3_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(p3_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(p4_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(p4_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(p5_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(p5_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(p6_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(p6_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(p7_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(p7_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(p8_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(p8_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(p9_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(p9_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp); 

pTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp = pTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp / 

max(pTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp); 

nTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp = ... 

 sum(n3_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(n3_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(n4_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(n4_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(n5_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(n5_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(n6_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(n6_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(n7_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(n7_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(n8_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(n8_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) + ... 

 sum(n9_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp) ./ max(n9_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp); 

nTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp = nTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp / 

max(nTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp); 

 

Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp = pTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp + nTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp; 

onsets = peakPicking(Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, belloMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t9); 
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[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P = [P; Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P]; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R = [R; Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R]; 

Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F = [F; Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F]; 

 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp = pTot_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp; 

onsets = peakPicking(Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp, averageSpan, timeSpan, 

duration, dixonMultiplier); 

onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, t9); 

[P, R, F] = evaluate(onsetTimes, trueOnsets); 

 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P = [P; Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P]; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R = [R; Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R]; 

Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F = [F; Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F]; 

%------------------------------------------------------------% 

Script xiv plotProj.m 

plotResults(peaks, t9, averageSpan, duration, projMultiplier, trueOnsets); 

 

Script xv plotBello.m 

plotResults(CD_Bello, t_Bello, averageSpan, duration, belloMultiplier, 

trueOnsets); 

 

Script xvi plotDixon.m 

plotResults(CD_Dixon, t_Bello, averageSpan, duration, dixonMultiplier, 

trueOnsets); 

 

Script xvii writeResultFiles.m 

%Writes the results to csv files 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/projP_', windowType, '.csv'), projP); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/projR_', windowType, '.csv'), projR); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/projF_', windowType, '.csv'), projF); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/belloP_', windowType, '.csv'), belloP); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/belloR_', windowType, '.csv'), belloR); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/belloF_', windowType, '.csv'), belloF); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/dixonP_', windowType, '.csv'), dixonP); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/dixonR_', windowType, '.csv'), dixonR); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/dixonF_', windowType, '.csv'), dixonF); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_P); 
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csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_BelloSTFT_BelloAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Proj_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Bello_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_BelloSTFT_ProjAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_ProjSTFT_BelloAmp_F); 

 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_P); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_R); 

csvwrite(strcat('Results/Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F', windowType, 

'.csv'), Dixon_ProjSTFT_ProjAmp_F); 
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MATLAB functions 

Function i getSongList.m 

function songs = getSongList() 

%Returns a list of songs to process 

 

array = [ 

  '10317_europe_final_countdown                '; 

  '10365_theme_ghostbusters                    '; 

  '10457_groove_armada_sex_and_the_city_theme  '; 

  '10831_Queen_we_are_the_champions            '; 

  '11308_TheKnife_you_take_my_breath_away      '; 

  '11738_rosemary_clooney_mambo_italiano       '; 

  '12300_mariah_carey_never_too_far            '; 

  '12320_beatles_michelle                      '; 

  '13035_theme_eurovision-fixed                '; 

  '13241_beatles_here_comes_the_sun            '; 

  '13653_pink_floyd_money                      '; 

  '14485_Madness_our_house                     '; 

  '14898_toto_cotugno_litaliano                '; 

  '15324_NationalAnthem_Russia                 '; 

  '15847_beatles_obladi_oblada                 '; 

  '15859_cliff_richard_summer_holiday          '; 

  '15860_B-52s_love_shack                      '; 

  '15997_francobattiato_alice_i treni_di_tozeur'; 

  '16979_TheDonnas_fall_behind_me              '; 

  '17372_pausini_escucha_atento                ' 

  ]; 

 

songs = cellstr(array); 
 

Function ii readWaveFile.m 

function [wave, fs] = readWaveFile(filename, path) 

%READWAVEFILE Opens a wave-file and returns the wave and sample rate 

 

if filename == 0 

 [filename, path] = uigetfile('*.wav', 'Open wav file'); 

end 

if filename == 0, return; 

else 

 [wave, fs] = audioread(fullfile(path, filename)); 

end 

 

if size(wave, 2) > 1 

 wave = wave(:, 1) + wave(:, 2); 

 disp('warning: only first channel analysed'); 

end 
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Function iii readLabFile.m 

function trueOnsets = readLabFile(filename, path) 

%READONSETS Opens a lab-file and returns onsets 

 

if filename == 0 

 [filename, path] = uigetfile('*.lab', 'Open lab file'); 

end 

if filename == 0, return; 

else 

 file = fopen(fullfile(path, filename)); 

end 

 

line = fgets(file);  %Ignore first line because of lab-file structure 

line = fgets(file); 

 

onset = regexp(line, '[0-9]*\.[0-9]*', 'match', 'once'); 

trueOnsets = str2num(onset); 

lines = 1; 

 

while ischar(line) 

 line = fgets(file); 

 if(line == -1) 

  break; 

 end 

 onset = regexp(line, '[0-9]*\.[0-9]*', 'match', 'once'); 

 trueOnsets = [trueOnsets; str2num(onset)]; 

 lines = lines + 1; 

end 

 

fclose(file); 

 

file = fopen(fullfile(path, filename)); 

for i = 1:lines + 1 

 line = fgets(file); 

 if i == lines + 1 

  onset = regexp(line, '[0-9]*\.[0-9]*', 'match'); 

  onset = char(onset(1, 2)); 

  trueOnsets = [trueOnsets; str2num(onset)]; 

 end 

end 

 

fclose(file); 

 

i = 1; 

while i < length(trueOnsets) 

 if trueOnsets(i) + 0.01 >= trueOnsets(i + 1) 

  trueOnsets(i) = []; 

 else 

  i = i + 1; 

 end 

end 
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Function iv initFFT.m 

function [startFrame, noOfFrames, retShort, retLong] = initFFT(wave, fs, 

windowType, lowerOctave, upperOctave, windowShort, windowLong) 

%INITFFT Initiates FFT settings 

 

if windowLong == 0 

 retLong = getWindowLength(windowType, lowerOctave, fs); 

else 

 retLong = windowLong; 

end 

 

if windowShort == 0 

 retShort = getWindowLength(windowType, upperOctave, fs); 

else 

 retShort = windowShort; 

end 

 

startFrame = 1 + retLong / 2; 

endFrame = length(wave) - (startFrame - 1); 

analysisLength = startFrame:endFrame; 

 

%The total number of analysed frames for the upperOctave without any overlap 

noOfFrames = ceil(length(analysisLength) / retShort); 
 

Function v getWindowLength.m 

function windowLen = getWindowLength(windowType, octave, fs) 

%GETWINDOWLENGTH Returns the needed length of a window 

% The value to able to distinguish the octave's two lowest 

% frequencies from each other is returned 

 

B = getWindowBandwidth(windowType); 

 

firstKey = (octave - 1) * 12 + 4;     %The first key in the 

octave 

keyFreq = 440 * (2 ^ (1 / 12)) ^ (lowestKey - 49); %The frequency of that key 

keyFreqNext = 440 * (2 ^ (1 / 12)) ^ (lowestKey - 48); 

 

windowLen = ceil(B * fs / abs(keyFreqNext - keyFreq));  

 

%Make the window length an odd number, to have the window be symmetric about 

the center. 

if mod(windowLen, 2) == 0 

 windowLen = windowLen + 1; 

end 
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Function vi getWindowBandwidth.m 

function B = getWindowBandwidth(windowType) 

%GETWINDOWBANDWIDTH Returns the bandwidth for the windowType 

 

switch windowType 

 case 'hamming' 

  B = 1.81; 

 case 'blackman' 

  B = 2.35; 

 case 'blackmanharris') 

  B = 2.72; 

 case 'hann'  

  B = 2; 

 otherwise  

  B = 1.81; 

end 
 

Function vii getWindow.m 

function window = getWindow(windowType, windowLen, octave, fs) 

%GETWINDOW Returns a windowType window 

 

if windowLen == 0 

 windowLen = getWindowLength(windowType, octave, fs); 

end 

 

switch windowType 

 case 'hamming' 

  window = hamming(windowLen); 

 case 'blackman' 

  window = blackman(windowLen); 

 case 'blackmanharris' 

  window = blackmanharris(windowLen); 

 case 'hann'  

  window = hann(windowLen); 

 otherwise  

  window = hamming(windowLen); 

end 
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Function viii reductionFunction.m 

function [S, timeFrames] = reductionFunction(wave, fs, octave, startFrame, 

noOfFrames, hopLength, windowType, windowLen, keepHighFrequencies, fftLength) 

%REDUCTIONFUNCTION Computes the fft of 'wave' and returns the frequency 

content 

%of the specified frequency interval. 

% An octave is chosen and the fft is computed for the signal, and only 

% the frequency content of the chosen octave is extracted 

 

timeFrames = startFrame / fs:hopLength / fs:(length(wave) - (startFrame - 1)) 

/ fs; 

timeFrames = timeFrames(3:end); 

 

window = getWindow(windowType, windowLen, octave, fs); 

%Normalize the window 

window = window / sum(window); 

 

windowLength = length(window); 

windowSpan = (windowLength - 1) / 2; 

 

if fftLength == 0 

 nfft = 2 ^ (nextpow2(windowLength)); 

else 

 nfft = fftLength; 

end 

 

[freqBins, firstIndex, lastIndex] = getFrequencyBins(nfft, fs, octave, 1, 

keepHighFrequencies); 

octaveFreq = freqBins(firstIndex:lastIndex); 

 

rows = lastIndex - firstIndex + 1; 

S = zeros(rows, noOfFrames); 

frameCenter = startFrame; 

i = 0; 

while frameCenter < (length(wave) - (startFrame - 1)) 

 windowedSegment = wave(fix(frameCenter - windowSpan):fix(frameCenter + 

windowSpan)) .* window; 

 %Zero padding the windowedSegment 

 fftBuffer = zeros(nfft, 1); 

 fftBuffer(1:(windowLength + 1) / 2) = windowedSegment((windowLength + 1) / 

2:windowLength); 

 fftBuffer(nfft - (windowLength - 1) / 2 + 1:nfft) = 

windowedSegment(1:(windowLength - 1) / 2); 

 fftZP = fft(fftBuffer);  

 fftZP = fftZP(firstIndex:lastIndex) / windowLength;  

 S(:, i + 1) = fftZP; 

 frameCenter = frameCenter + hopLength; 

 i = i + 1; 

end 
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Function ix getFrequencyBins.m 

function [freqBins, firstIndex, lastIndex] = getFrequencyBins(nfft, fs, 

octave, octaveSpan, keepHighFrequencies) 

%GETFREQUENCYBINS Returns the frequencies for the FFT 

%and the indices for the frequencies pertaining to the octave 

 

firstKey = (octave - 1) * 12 + 4; 

lastKey = firstKey + octaveSpan*12 - 1; 

firstFreq = 440 * (2 ^ (1 / 12)) ^ (firstKey - 49); 

lastFreq = 440 * (2 ^ (1 / 12)) ^ (lastKey - 49); 

 

uniquePts = ceil((nfft + 1) / 2); 

freqBins = (0:uniquePts - 1) * fs / nfft; 

 

index = 1; 

while firstFreq > freqBins(index) 

 index = index + 1; 

end 

firstIndex = index; 

 

index = uniquePts; 

if strcmp(keepHighFrequencies, 'off') 

 while lastFreq < freqBins(index) 

  index = index - 1; 

 end 

end 

lastIndex = index; 
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Function x detectionFunction.m 

function [positiveChange, negativeChange] = detectionFunction(S, version) 

%DETECTIONFUNCTION Runs the detection function and returns the results 

% Given an FFT matrix S, target frames of S are calculated  

% according to version, and the difference inserted into the matrices 

returned 

 

[rows, cols] = size(S); 

positiveChange = zeros(rows, cols - 2); 

negativeChange = zeros(rows, cols - 2); 

phase = angle(S); 

 

for i = 1:cols - 2; 

 if strcmp(version, 'Bello') 

  targetAmplitude = abs(S(:, i + 1)); 

 else 

  targetAmplitude = abs(S(:, i + 1)) .* 2 - abs(S(:, i)); %Project's 

version 

 end 

 

 targetPhase = phase(:, i + 1) .* 2 - phase(:, i); 

  

 for j = 1:rows 

  target = targetAmplitude(j) .* exp(targetPhase(j) * 1i); 

  change = (abs(S(j, i + 2)) - abs(S(j, i + 1))); 

  entry = ((real(target) - real(S(j, i + 2))) ^ 2 + (imag(target) - 

imag(S(j, i + 2))) ^ 2) ^ (1 / 2); 

  if change >= 0   

   positiveChange(j, i) = entry; 

  else   

   negativeChange(j, i) = entry; 

  end 

 end 

end 
 

Function xi detectionFunctionPost.m 

function enhancedPN = detectionFunctionPost(positiveChange, negativeChange, 

timeSpan, duration) 

%DETECTIONFUNCTIONPOST returns a vector built from the matrices from 

detectionFunction 

 

pn = positiveChange - negativeChange; 

pn = sum(pn); 

 

negativePN = keepNegativeValues(pn); 

positivePN = positivePeaks(pn, timeSpan, duration); 

 

enhancedPN = addTrailingValues(positivePN, negativePN, timeSpan, duration); 

 

%Normalize 

enhancedPN = enhancedPN / max(enhancedPN); 
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Function xii keepNegativeValues.m 

function negativeValues = keepNegativeValues(vector) 

%KEEPNEGATIVEVALUES Returns a vector with all positive values 

%removed from the supplied vector 

 

negativeValues = zeros(size(vector)); 

 

for i = 1:length(vector) 

 if vector(i) < 0 

  negativeValues(i) = abs(vector(i)); 

 end  

end 

 

Function xiii positivePeaks.m 

function positivePeak = positivePeaks(vector, timeSpan, duration) 

%POSITIVEPEAKS Returns a vector keeping only positive values 

%that are maximum values within the given time span 

 

[rows, cols] = size(vector); 

 

frames = fix(cols * timeSpan / duration); 

 

positiveValues = zeros(size(vector)); 

positivePeak = ones(size(vector)); 

 

for i = 1:cols 

 if i + frames <= cols 

  positiveValues(i) = max(vector(i:frames + i - 1)); 

 else 

  positiveValues(i) = max(vector(i:cols)); 

 end 

 if i > 1 

  if positiveValues(i) == positiveValues(i - 1) 

   positivePeak(i) = positivePeak(i - 1) + 1; 

  end 

 end 

end 

 

for i = 1:cols 

 if positivePeak(i) ~= frames 

  positivePeak(i) = 0; 

 else 

  positivePeak(i) = 1; 

 end 

end   

 

positivePeak = positivePeak .* vector; 

 

for i = 1:cols 

 if positivePeak(i) < 0 

  positivePeak(i) = 0; 

 end 

end 
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Function xiv addTrailingValues.m 

function peaks = addTrailingValues(peaks, trailingValues, timeSpan, duration) 

%ADDTRAILINGVALUES Adds values from trailingValues to peaks 

%where peaks is larger than zero 

 

[rows, cols] = size(trailingValues); 

 

frames = fix(cols * timeSpan / duration); 

 

for i = 1:cols 

 if i + frames <= cols 

  if (peaks(i) > 0) 

   peaks(i) = peaks(i) + sum(trailingValues(i:frames + i)); 

  end 

 else 

  if (peaks(i) > 0) 

   peaks(i) = peaks(i) + sum(trailingValues(i:cols)); 

  end 

 end  

end 
 

Function xv peakPicking.m 

function vector = peakPicking(vector, averageSpan, timeSpan, duration, 

multiplier) 

%PEAKPICKING returns a vector of proposed onsets 

% The vector contains the frame-by-frame detection function 

 

average = runningAverage(vector, averageSpan, duration, multiplier); 

 

vector = positivePeaks(vector, timeSpan, duration); 

 

for i = 1:length(vector) 

 if vector(i) < average(i) 

  vector(i) = 0; 

 end 

end 
 

  

 

Function xvi runningAverage.m 

function average = runningAverage(vector, averageSpan, duration, multiplier) 

%RUNNINGAVERAGE returns a vector with a running average taken from vector 

% The vector contains the frame-by-frame detection function 

 

frames = fix(length(vector) * averageSpan / duration); 

average = tsmovavg(vector, 's', frames, 2); 

average = average * multiplier; 

 

for i = 1:frames 

 average(i) = average(frames + 1); 

end 
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Function xvii getOnsetTimes.m 

function onsetTimes = getOnsetTimes(onsets, timeFrames) 

%GETONSETTIMES Returns a vector of times for proposed onsets 

 

onsetTimes = []; 

index = 1; 

 

for i=1:length(onsets) 

 if onsets(i) ~= 0 

  onsetTimes(index) = timeFrames(i); 

  index = index + 1; 

 end 

end 

 

Function xviii evaluate.m 

function [P, R, F] = evaluate(onsets, trueOnsets) 

%EVALUATE Evaluates the performance of the algorithm 

 

Ocd = 0; 

Ofp = 0; 

Ofn = 0; 

Om = 0; 

Of = 0; 

 

for i=1:length(trueOnsets) 

 ind = find(trueOnsets(i) - 0.05 < onsets & onsets < trueOnsets(i) + 0.05); 

 if length(ind) == 1 

  Ocd = Ocd + 1; 

 elseif length(ind) == 0 

  Ofn = Ofn + 1; 

 elseif length(ind) > 1 

  Om = Om + 1; 

  Ocd = Ocd + 1; 

 end 

end 

 

for i=1:length(onsets) 

 ind = find(onsets(i) - 0.05 < trueOnsets & trueOnsets < onsets(i) + 0.05); 

 if length(ind) == 0 

  Ofp = Ofp + 1; 

 end 

end 

 

P = Ocd / (Ocd + Ofp); 

R = Ocd / (Ocd + Ofn); 

F = 2 * P * R / (P + R); 
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Function xix plotResults.m 

function dummy = plotResults(vector, time, averageSpan, duration, multiplier, 

trueOnsets) 

%PLOTRESULTS Plot detection function, running average and true onsets 

%   plotResults takes a detection function vector and plots its first 20 

seconds as a blue line, 

%   its running average as a red line, and true onsets as dashed green lines 

 

dummy = 0; 

 

hold on; 

 

for i=1:length(trueOnsets) 

    line([trueOnsets(i) trueOnsets(i)], [0 max(vector)], 'Color', 'green', 

'LineStyle', '--'); 

end 

 

average = runningAverage(vector, averageSpan, duration, multiplier); 

 

plot(time, vector, 'Color', 'blue'); 

plot(time, average, 'Color', 'red'); 

 

xlim([0 20]); 

 

end 
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